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Abstract

Recent advances on wireless technologies have been focused mostly on boost-
ing network capacity by means of a more efficient, flexible and programmable
physical layer. There are many different directions that have been explored
for increasing the capacity of wireless links, such as the adoption of massive
multiple antennas, aggregated carriers and bigger transmission bandwidths,
beam-forming, as well as innovative solutions for spectrum access. An impor-
tant element of these solutions is also the increasing demand for physical layer
(PHY) flexibility, in terms of reconfiguration of transmission bandwidths,
modulation and coding formats, signalling mechanisms, etc. for coping with
very specific application requirements and network operating conditions.

In this thesis, we focus on the problem of exploiting PHY flexibility for op-
timizing wireless systems in different application scenarios: i) high-capacity
applications, in which the emerging extensions of the IEEE 802.11 stan-
dards exhibit some inefficiencies, due to the usage of traditional contention
and signalling mechanisms in wide-band channels; ii) massive and low-range
IoT applications, in which access mechanisms have to be kept simple for
avoiding unnecessary energy consumption and for covering long links; iii)
localization applications, in which commodity technologies used for commu-
nications can be exploited for positioning a device. Device localization can
also be relevant for high-capacity applications, for example for supporting
beam-forming. In all these cases, PHY layer flexibility can enable several
optimization strategies. However, from an implementation point of view,
supporting PHY flexibility is not an easy task, because many PHY opera-
tions need to be deployed in hardware and current Software-Defined-Radio
solutions are not currently available for commercial devices. We also consider
these constraints, by proposing some specific forms of flexibility, which do
not involve the complete re-definition of the modulation formats, but rather
just work on innovative signalling mechanisms defined on top of the available
multi-carrier OFDM PHYs.
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More into details, the thesis include three main contributions. First, for
supporting high-capacity applications in traditional Local Area Networks,
based on WiFi, we propose a new contention mechanism devised to improve
the efficiency of random access in OFDM systems. Our Medium Access
Control (MAC) scheme, called ReCo (Repeated Contention) is based on the
possibility of supporting a contention mechanism in the frequency domain,
thanks to the transmission of random tones. The scheme has very interesting
properties: it is simple to configure, robust and short-term fair. We demon-
strate the feasibility of the scheme in a real implementation and we also
compare the scheme performance with current IEEE 802.11g and 802.11ax
standards.

Second, regarding PHY layers for massive long-range IoT applications,
we study LoRa technology. We start from the characterization of the LoRa
PHY, which is based on a chirp-based modulation and cyclic shifts for coding
different symbols. Symbols times can be tuned in terms of different Spreading
Factors (SFs), which result in quasi-orthogonal transmissions. We study the
robustness of LoRa PHY to the interference generated by different SFs, in
order to understand the real impact of interference on the cell capacity. For
such a study, we developed a LoRa received on a SDR platform, able to
collect low-level information about the received radio signal. Results about
interference robustness have been exploited for deriving cell capacity models.
We used these models and a public-available simulator for quantifying how
different criteria of the configuration of LoRa networks (such SF allocations,
power control and/or packet fragmentation, employ one or more gateways,
etc.) may lead to significantly different capacity results.

Finally, we propose a novel methodology that can work with very low-cost
SDR receivers to localize wireless transmitters. Transmitters localization can
have a key role for enabling various technologies (such as beamforming) able
to improve the performance of a wireless network. Our system is able to work
with signals of whatever modulation, therefore to locate whatever transmitter
and also to use external reference signals, as long as their position is known,
such as signals transmitted by LTE Base Stations in proximity of our exper-
imental testbed. This last contribution has been done in cooperation with
the Spanish Research Center IMDEA.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In the last decade, we have assisted to an impressive proliferation of mobile-
generated traffic, which is now the highest portion of the total internet traffic
and will continue to grow with the emergence of Internet-of-Things (IoT) ap-
plications. As a result, we have assisted to an high proliferation of wireless
technologies, although WiFi technology is still the dominant wireless access
solution. According to Cisco traffic forecasts [1], WiFi traffic from both mo-
bile and WiFi-only devices will account for almost half of total IP traffic by
2020. The increase of mobile devices and the advent of IoT applications have
been characterized by an high-density deployment of base stations, based on
heterogeneous technologies, such as 4G cellular base stations andWiFi Access
Points, and by a diffusion of devices not limited to traditional user terminals.
Indeed, many smart objects, such as domestic appliances, cameras, monitor-
ing sensors, etc., are equipped with a wireless technology. Simultaneously,
we attended a continuing advances in the development of flexible and pro-
grammable logic devices such as Field-Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs)
that led Software Defined Radio (SDR) to be used to implement the signal
processing functions of physical layer in wireless communication systems.

To support the ever growing volume of traffic, it becomes necessary to
improve the WiFi technology and to use other wireless technologies, such
as the emerging Long Range (LoRa) technology, which represents a critical
example of wireless technology working in high-density networks. The aim of
this thesis is to exploit physical layer flexibility to optimize wireless networks
in various emerging scenarios with growing volume of traffic. Starting from
the study and implementation of a generalized contention mechanism for
WLAN technologies, we then focus on the analysis of LoRa technology, and
finally we define a method for transmitter localization.
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1 – Introduction

In the next Chapter, the focus will be on WiFi networks. Recently the
original IEEE 802.11 standard has undergone an impressive improvement
of the PHY layer capabilities. Breakthrough capacity improvements have
been provided, by exploiting the latest PHY enhancements [2, 3], such as
bandwidth aggregation, efficient modulation and coding schemes, advanced
MIMO (up to 8 spatial streams in IEEE 802.11ac). As the air bit rate moves
up to the Gbit/s range, the MAC and PHY protocol overhead, including
the access contention procedure, do not scale accordingly. This is one of the
leading motivations of the deep revision of the entire access paradigm that
is currently maturing in the framework of the forthcoming IEEE 802.11ax
standard, that promise of a throughput boost by a factor of four [3, 4, 5, 6].
Chapter 2 defines an innovative contention mechanism, called Repeated Con-
tention (ReCo), that re-design completely the contention procedure of the
framework of current IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol, in order to improve the
performance of dense WiFi networks. Our work is supported by an exper-
imental test-bed that realizes ReCo by means of simultaneous transmission
and reception of short tones, which is feasible on top of programmable OFDM
PHY layers. The throughput efficiency of ReCo is not sensitive to the num-
ber of contending stations. Efficiency and robustness is gained through the
power of repeated contention rounds. We also apply the ReCo concept to the
emerging IEEE 802.11ax standard, showing how it can boost performance of
random access with respect to the current version of IEEE 802.11ax OFDMA
Back-Off (OBO). Finally we propose a slightly modified version of ReCo,
called ReCHO, which is designed to offer high throughput performance and
robustness with respect to imperfect carrier sensing. The main idea is using
narrow tones as signalling messages for performing channel access contentions
and allowing the Access Point (AP) to echo these signals, in order to extend
the sensing capabilities to all the stations associated to the AP so as to
mitigate the hidden node problem.

In Chapter 3 the focus will shift to analyzes the LoRa technology, that
has been conceived for Low Power Wide Area Networks (LPWANs), char-
acterized by low data rate requirements per single device, large cells and
heterogeneous application domains, which may lead to extremely high num-
bers of end devices (EDs) coexisting in the same cell. The goal of the work is
to provide important guidelines for the design of LoRa networks. We analyze
experimentally the link-level performance of LoRa and show that collisions
between packets modulated with the same Spreading Factor (SF) usually
lead to channel captures, while different spreading factors can indeed cause
packet loss if the interference power is strong enough. Second, we model the
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1 – Introduction

effect of such findings to quantify the achievable capacity in a typical LoRa
cell and that different criteria for deciding SF allocations within the cell may
lead to significantly different results. We show that the use of power control
and packet fragmentation can be detrimental more than beneficial in many
deployment scenarios. Finally, we discuss the capacity improvements that
can be achieved by increasing the density of LoRa gateways. This Chapter
has been done in cooperation with the Ph.D. candidate Michele Gucciardo.

Finally, Chapter 4 defines a method for transmitter localization based on
the well known Time Difference Of Arrival (TDOA, [7, 8]). In wireless com-
munication systems the indoor position tracking is one of the key enabling
technologies for various applications, such as to enable the beamforming tech-
nology in the IEEE 802.11ac and later standards networks, which could im-
prove the performance in terms of energy saving and coverage range. The
objective of this work is to provide a method for localization of the transmit-
ter based on TDOA, drastically reducing errors by using appropriate signal
processing techniques. We are working with very low-cost SDR receivers,
such as RTL-SDR. Our method can work on a wide spectrum and with
whatever type of radio signal, targets an accuracy of the order of the me-
ter and it is based on a low-cost infrastructure, for a total cost less than
a hundred dollars. We show how our methodology, which uses appropriate
signal processing techniques for each step of the TDOA, provides excellent
results on a simple test bed. We also show feasibility studies on possible fu-
ture improvements, in order to integrate it later into the ElectroSense [9, 10]
network, which is a crowd-sourcing initiative to collect and analyse spectrum
data.
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Chapter 2

Repeated Contention

2.1 Introduction
The MAC contention procedure in the standards IEEE 802.11 is based on
random countdown of back-off time slots. While a back-off slot lasting 9 µs
may have a negligible impact on the throughput of a WiFi interface operated
at Mbit/s rates and carrying long frames (e.g., thousands of bytes), it rapidly
becomes dominating as the bit rate scales up to Gbit/s and a lot of short
messages are sent, e.g., generated by smartphone apps or sensors devices.
The efficiency of the MAC protocol has been improved by allowing a sta-
tion to transmit multiple data frames in a single channel access (aggregation
of MAC Service or Protocol Data Units). Yet, the contention mechanism
wastes a significant amount of capacity, due to countdown of idle back-off
slots and to collisions. The consistent worsening of the MAC overhead impact
has been highlighted for some time, e.g., see [11]. Throughput performance
decay sensitively as the number of contending stations grows, thus making
CSMA/CA unsuitable in crowded environments. Moreover, the Binary Ex-
ponential Back-off (BEB) affects adversely the jitter of service times [12].
This performance crippling carries over also to the currently proposed ran-
dom access component of IEEE 802.11ax, namely the OFDMA Back-Off
(OBO) procedure [5, 6].

In this Chapter, we define an innovative contention mechanism. We adopt
the framework of current IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol, namely a contention
phase aiming to elect a single winning station among the contending ones,
with the winning station using the channel for transmitting its frames in the
ensuing activity phase. We re-design completely the contention procedure
of that framework and give an analytical model to predict its performance
and provide guidelines for parameter dimensioning. We further extend our
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baseline design to address the emerging IEEE 802.11ax standard with mul-
tiple sub-channels. Finally, we add one more key idea, namely: echoing of
the signalling tones by the AP. We re-define the contention rounds to allow
the AP to echo the signalling tones sent by stations, in order to extend their
sensing capabilities. We name this new enhanced version of ReCo as ReCHo.
This new approach improves substantially access performance in imperfect
channel sensing scenarios, where stations associated to a same AP can well
be out of reciprocal visibility.

The driving principles of our project are: (i) simplicity of the design, that
must be feasible based on current radio technology (e.g., without requiring
full-duplex radio); (ii) high efficiency, through minimal contention overhead
(time spent for contention and time wasted for collisions); and (iii) simple
protocol configuration and robustness in the face of a varying number of
contending stations. We propose a frequency domain repeated contention
scheme that provides the following benefits:

• close to ideal saturation throughput;
• simple configuration of random access parameters, with no need of fine

tuning or adaptive mechanisms. A fixed configuration is shown to pro-
vide excellent throughput performance over three orders of magnitude
of the number of contending stations;

• full decoupling of the contention scheme from any detail of data trans-
mission, with no need of transmitting information for coordinating the
channel access within data frames;

• improvement of short-term fairness with respect to legacy IEEE 802.11,
thanks to a complete regeneration of the contention mechanism after
each channel access attempt;

• simple MAC protocol design;
• random access parameters do not need critical fine tuning or adaptive

algorithms to be calibrated for best performance, e.g., as the number of
contending stations varies.

The DCF contention time depends, mainly, on the number of contend-
ing stations and on the size of contention window (CWmin and CWmax).
Although often, with CWmin = 15, the average contention time for DCF is
comparable with ReCo (as we will see later), ReCo efficiency is higher because
of the reduction of the collision rate. Collisions occur when the contention
phase elects multiple winning station among the contending ones that, as we
will see in § 2.3, will occur when multiple station choice (in the last round of
the contention phase) the lowest level among the possible m.
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As discussed in § 2.2, repeated contention round is not a new idea in
itself, e.g., see [13, 14, 15, 16, 17] for some recent work. An early example
of the idea of successive elimination rounds can be traced back to splitting
algorithms, e.g., see [18, Ch. 4]. An innovative contribution of our work is
setting up a mathematical framework that allows full understanding of the
power of repeated contention and optimization of the contention parameters,
including the probability distribution of back-off. Specifically, we prove an
asymptotically tight bound of the collision probability, we give an algorithm
to compute the back-off probability distribution that minimizes the number
of surviving stations after one round and we exploit the algorithm to define
a robust random access procedure (see Subsec. 2.4.2).

A second contribution is proving the practical feasibility of the frequency
domain contention scheme in wireless nodes with limited complexity, which
do not support full-duplex capabilities. In particular, we worked on WARP
boards, for which a reference programmable implementation of IEEE 802.11g
is available. We modified the PHY for enabling simultaneous transmission
and reception of tones, and the MAC for supporting the ReCo logic. Our
wireless node prototype allowed us to experimentally validate the efficiency
and robustness of the proposed ReCo scheme.

A last contribution of the work is the definition of a new random access
procedure, based on ReCo, for the emerging IEEE 802.11ax standard. We
also highlight the impact of imperfect carrier sensing emerged in the real
experiments is assessed also in a simulation environment in § 2.11. Then,
we apply the ReCHo procedure to the emerging IEEE 802.11ax standard.
We show through simulations the performance improvement brought by our
two proposals with respect to the currently accepted OBO procedure, even
in presence of imperfect channel sensing.

In the rest of this Chapter, after literature review in § 2.2 we define the
proposed access procedure in § 2.3. We provide an analytical model and di-
mensioning criteria in § 2.4. Therefore, we illustrate a validation of ReCo in
the following sections, in particular, in the order, the physical primitives for
ReCo in § 2.5, Robustness and cover range of tone detection in § 2.6, an ex-
perimental validation in a real scenario in § 2.7 and an analysis of coexistence
issues with legacy DCF in § 2.8. Application of the ReCo concept to IEEE
802.11ax is presented in § 2.10, after a brief overview of the emerging IEEE
802.11ax standard in § 2.9. Finally, after studying the impact of imperfect
channel sensing in § 2.11, we describe the enhanced version ReCHo in § 2.12,
showing its performance when it is applied to 802.11ax.
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2.2 Related Work

Repeated contention round is not a new idea in itself. A general framework
is set up by Zame et al. [19], aiming at defining a broad class of MAC pro-
tocols for distributed, sensing-based coordination protocols. The key idea is
repeated cycles of contention that provide contending stations a history of
channel observations, leading eventually to perfect coordination (hence no
collisions) with high probability after a given number of contention cycles.
Numerical examples provided in the paper point out that the number of con-
tention slots required for a moderate number of stations (e.g., 32) can ramp
up to several hundreds if not in the order of thousand. In terms of contention
time, this corresponds to several tens of ms. As a result, the goodput is close
to the theoretical maximum in settings where there is a limited number of
stations and they have a large backlog to send. Moreover, it is not clear how
adaptive the protocol could be as the rate of arrivals of new active stations
or termination of previously active station grows up, since the time scale of
convergence is much bigger than the time required to send a single frame.

Different mechanisms devised to provide constant contention times have
been proposed [13, 14]. Here contending stations decide randomly to transmit
a busy signal or not in a contention round. Stations that refrain from trans-
mitting the busy signal, listen to the channel and drop out if they sense it
busy. The Authors give a detailed approach to the optimization of the trans-
mission probabilities in each round and several numerical examples. How-
ever, the optimization depends on the knowledge of the number of contend-
ing stations. Gowda et al. [14] illustrate the principle of repeated contention
round to overcome the performance limitations of the traditional “linear”
DCF contention, i.e., the one based on a single random extraction from a set
of back-off values. Although recognizing the power of repeated contention,
they end up defining a rather complicated access procedure. Moreover, they
only state the repeated contention approach in time, as a generalization of
standard DCF (akin ReCo in the time domain described in [20]). Another
repeated round contention scheme is provided by Mao and Shen [15]. They
target their contention scheme, named First Round-Bye (FRB), to handling
different priority level flows. Repeated round supported by jamming is the
basic means for priority management in a fully distributed way.

Frequency domain MAC procedure has been investigated in [16, 17], where
up to two consecutive contentions are carried out by selecting random sub-
carriers rather than random back-off delays. The stations transmitting on
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the smallest frequency sub-carrier win the contention round. Frequency do-
main contention requires the capability of detecting other stations’ signals
while transmitting one’s own sub-carrier. The feasibility of this operation is
demonstrated experimentally in [17]. A Collision Detection (CD) scheme is
defined in [21] for WiFi networks based on the full-duplex radio capability
with standard CSMA access. The emphasis of the work is on optimization
of the CD threshold. Full-duplex communication capabilities are exploited
in a non-trivial way at MAC layer in [22]. The proposal is based on beacon
(BCN) frames sent by the receiver during the data frame reception. The
BCN frames act as acknowledgements that the reception is successful. BCN
frames are also used to classify different network scenarios (collision region,
transmitter-only region, receiver-only region; see Fig. 3 in [22]). The perfor-
mance evaluation is focused on the resilience of the proposed MAC protocol
to jamming attacks.

In [23] frequency domain contention is considered to define a random
access reservation protocol. Reservation aims at electing a femtocell that
transmits on a given channel, for mitigating the interference among nearby
femtocells. A key point of that work is the assumption of a reliable feed-
back control channel from the receiver to the transmitter, which fits well the
cellular paradigm. Moreover, the overhead of the reservation protocol is not
a big issue in that context, given that the channel is required for intense,
non-sporadic usage.

Frequency domain contention is exploited by Fayaz et al. [24] as well.
They define a signaling protocol based on transmission and detection of tones,
that aims at channelizing the available bandwidth so that non-interfering,
concurrent links can operate simultaneously. The approach is suitable for
infrastructured as well as ad-hoc networks. It requires the ability to transmit
and detect sub-carrier tones at the same time. A synchronization scheme is
discussed. A critical point is to fix the duration of the data phase so as to
strike a good balance between potential low efficiency in case of long data
phase duration and excessive weight of the signaling overhead for a short
data phase.

Finally, ReCo allows any number of rounds to be configured, it also allows
arbitrary probability of selection of signalling tones, parameters can be con-
figured thanks to a mathematical description of the procedure that allows
a deep insight. Moreover in ReCHo imperfect channel sensing can be han-
dled even more successfully than with RTS/CTS and yet with substantially
less overhead. Earlier examples of physical layer signalling, aiming at over-
head reductions are [25, 26]. In [25], control messages like RTS, CTS and
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ACK are encoded by using Correlatable Symbol Sequences (CSS). In [26] a
PHY-based explicit signalling among the AP and the stations and frequency
domain contention are proposed. The proposed scheme relies on additional
control signals for solving the contention, whose duration is limited to one
back-off slot. We believe ReCHo is actually simpler to implement than those
proposals.

2.3 Repeated Contention Procedure
In this Section we introduce the baseline version of ReCo, that aims to define
a single winning station at the end of the contention phase. Extensions to
Multi-Winner (MW) ReCo, Multi-Contention (MC) ReCo and ReCHo, suit-
able for application to the emerging IEEE 802.11ax standard, are presented
later, MW ReCo and MC ReCo in Sec. 2.10, ReCHo in Sec. 2.12.

As long as there are backlogged stations contending for the access to the
channel, the channel time is divided into access cycles, made up of a con-
tention phase and an activity phase (Fig. 2.1). During the contention phase,
the time axis is divided into s consecutive contention rounds. All contending
stations take part in the first round. Only stations winning round k qualify
for the subsequent round k + 1. Stations winning the last round are allowed
to use the channel in the activity phase. The activity phase includes trans-
mission of data frames (possibly multiple frames, thanks to aggregation),
ACK and any other overhead. Whatever the outcome of the activity phase,
namely either a successful transmission or a failure, all backlogged stations,
take part in the next access cycle, by repeating exactly the same algorithm
as performed in the previous cycles. No binary exponential back-off is used.
Except of the count of re-transmission attempts, the entire access procedure
is regenerated at each new access cycle.

Within each contention round, a backlogged station has to choose one
‘level’ among m ≥ 2 possible choices. Regardless of the specific mechanism
to implement the scheme, the key aspects for supporting repeated contention
rounds are:

1. The m levels are strictly ordered. We label them with the integers of
the set {1, . . . ,m};

2. During one round every contending station can sense whether a level
lower (or higher, based on the logic implemented) than its own has been
chosen by any other station.
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Figure 2.1. Channel access operations as a sequence of contention
and activity phases. Comparison between Legacy IEEE 802.11 DCF
(top) and ReCo (bottom).

We have decided to win the contention round for those who choose the
lowest level so, the stations selecting the lowest level win the contention round
and move forward to the next round. If we assume perfect channel sensing,
there is at least one winner at the end of each round, and hence at the end
of the contention phase. All losing stations drop out and wait for the next
contention phase. The purpose is to elect a single winner.

Repeated contentions can be implemented very efficiently in the frequency
domain. A set of m frequencies is defined, denoted with {f1, . . . , fm}. As a
matter of example, if the PHY layer is based on OFDM, them frequencies can
be identified with a subset of the sub-carriers. To improve the functioning of
the channel sensing, it is necessary to select the tones properly, as explained
in Sec. 2.5.

Based on extensive experiments with our ReCo implementation, we veri-
fied that tone detection works reliably by setting the contention round dura-
tion at least at two OFDM symbol times. To make a fair comparison with
IEEE 802.11 DCF (Distributed Coordination Function), in the sequel we
choose to set the contention round duration equal to the IEEE 802.11 DCF
back-off slot, i.e., 9 µs, which is slightly more than two OFDM symbol times.
Then, the time required to complete the contention procedure in one cycle
is s back-off slots.

Let q(r)
i , i = 1, . . . ,mr be the probability that frequency fi is selected at

round r, mr being the number of frequencies used for contention in round r.
The pseudo-code of the contention round algorithm for a station is given in
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Algorithm 1 Pseudo-code of the contention phase algorithm.
1: r = 0;
2: dropout = FALSE
3: while (r < s)&(dropout == FALSE) do
4: r = r + 1;
5: y = extract_random_number(1, mr, q̄(r));
6: transmit_burst(r, fy);
7: if y > 1 then
8: dropout = isbusy_channel(r, [f1, f2, . . . , fy−1]);
9: end if

10: end while

Alg. 1. In the algorithm, we call the following functions:

• extract_random_number(x, y, z̄): generates integer values between x
and y according to the probabilities indicated in vector z̄.
Mathematically corresponds to min{v |x ≤ v ≤ y ,

∑v
j=x zj ≥ rand},

with rand that generates samples uniformly distributed in [0,1].

• transmit_burst(r, f) transmits a busy tone on frequency f during con-
tention round r.

• isbusy_channel(r, [fa, fa+1, . . . , fb]) checks if signal is detected on any
one of the frequencies fa, fa+1, . . . , fb during contention round r.

The algorithm states that a station contending in round r picks a fre-
quency fi at random, according to the probability distribution q(r)

i at round
r, transmits that frequency and at the same time listens to check whether a
frequency lower that fi is being transmitted. Note that the contention round
does not require the capability of decoding any frame. A station must simply
check whether it receives a tone whose frequency is lower than its own choice.

Fig. 2.1 compares the legacy DCF contention process with ReCo in the
frequency domain with s = 2 and m = 4, under the assumption that each
contention round lasts exactly one DCF back-off slot. The boxes along the
frequency dimension represent the tones used for the contention round. From
the example, it is evident that the contention overhead in each contention
round is variable for DCF and fixed for ReCo. Fig. 2.1 shows two consecutive
contention phases, where five stations are contending, each marked by a
letter. After the first contention round, two stations survive and are admitted
to the second round, after which only one station survives (station B in the
first contention phase, and station C in the second contention phase).
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2.4 Analytical model
Let n be the number of contending stations with non-empty transmission
queues at the beginning of the contention phase, also called backlogged sta-
tions. Let also s be the number of rounds and m be the number of levels
(e.g., frequencies).

Let us focus on a single round. Let qi denote the probability that a station
picks level i, i = 1, . . . ,m. Let also Gi = ∑m

j=i qj be the corresponding
Complementary Cumulative Distribution Function (CCDF). The probability
Pk,h that h stations survive after a single contention round, given that k
stations are contending at the beginning of that round, is

Pk,h =

∑m−1
i=1

(
k
h

)
qhi G

k−h
i+1 h = 1, . . . , k − 1∑m

i=1 q
k
i h = k.

(2.1)

We can form the n × n matrix P whose k-th row entries are Pk,h, for
h = 1, . . . , k, and 0 for h = k + 1, . . . , n (k = 1, . . . , n). P is the one-
step transition probability matrix of a Markov chain X on the state space
{1,2, . . . , n} with an absorbing state at 1. The state probability vector at
time t is denoted with x(t), t ≥ 0, where xi(t) = P(X (t) = i), i = 1, . . . , n.
It is x(0) = [0 . . . 0 1], i.e., at the initial time t = 0 the Markov chain is
in state X = n with probability 1. The number of stations that survive s
contention rounds (winning stations) is W = X (s). We have a success after
the completion of s rounds with probability P(W = 1). The probability
distribution of W can be calculated as P(W = h) = xh(s), h = 1, . . . , n,
with x(s) = x(0)∏sr=1 Pr, where Pr is made up by using the probability
distribution q(r)

i , i = 1, . . . ,mr, for round r (r = 1, . . . , s).
In the following we address first the case where the same probability dis-

tribution {qj}1≤j≤m is used in all s rounds (homogeneous case). Then we
generalize the analysis to the heterogeneous case.

2.4.1 Homogenous repeated contention
In the homogeneous case we have x(s) = x(0)Ps. Let Q denote the square
matrix obtained by taking the last n − 1 rows and columns of P. Q is the
one-step transition probability matrix of the transient states of X (t).

The collision probability pc can be expressed as pc(s) = P(W > 1) =
e1Qse, for s ≥ 1; e is a column vector of ones of size n−1, e1 is a row vector
of size n− 1 whose entries are e1(j) = 0 for j /= n− 1 and e1(n− 1) = 1.
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The matrix Q is lower triangular, with diagonal elements given by Pkk
in eq. (2.1) for k = 2, . . . , n. Hence, its dominant eigenvalue is η ≡ Q11 =∑m
i=1 q

2
i . Since Q is also a non-negative matrix, the left and right eigenvectors

v and u associated to η are positive. Then, the asymptotic behavior of
the collision probability as s → ∞ can be written as pc(s) ∼ κηs, where
κ = e1uve.

We can state this result as follows: the collision probability decays geo-
metrically as the number of rounds s grows, with a decay rate η = ∑m

i=1 q
2
i .

Note that η is minimized for qi = 1/m, i = 1, . . . ,m, i.e., when the level se-
lection probability distribution is uniform. In that case it is possible to find
closed forms for the dominant eigenvalue and associated eigenvectors of Q.
It is η = 1/m, v = [1 0 . . . 0] and u = [2 3 . . . n]T/2. Hence the asymptotic
expansion of the collision probability is pc(s) ∼ n/(2ms) as s → ∞. We
summarize this in the following.
Property The collision probability pc(s) behaves as pc(s) ∼ κηs for s→∞,
with η ≥ 1/m. The equality holds if and only if qi = 1/m, i = 1, . . . ,m.
Then, it is, it is pc(s) ∼ n

2ms as s→∞.
Since it is e = [1 1 . . . 1] ≤ [2 3 . . . n]/2 = u, we have also:

pc(s) = e1Qse ≤ e1Qsu = 1
ms

e1u = n

2ms
(2.2)

since all involved vectors and matrices are made up of non-negative entries.
The inequalities are entry-wise. In view of the Property stated above and
of eq. (2.2), we can provide an asymptotically tight upper bound for the
collision probability in case of uniform probability distribution {qi}1łi≤m:

p̂c(s) = min
{

1, n

2ms

}
, s ≥ 1 (2.3)

The accuracy of the upper bound is discussed in [20].

2.4.2 Non-homogeneous repeated contention
Different probability distributions can be used at each round of ReCo. We
have seen that a uniform probability distribution results in a collision prob-
ability that decays geometrically with the number of rounds and is propor-
tional to the number n of stations. We could then design the probability
distribution of the first round so as to reduce the number of stations surviv-
ing the first round as low as possible.
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Let S(n) be the mean number of stations surviving one round when n
station take part in the round. We have:

S(n) = n
m∑
i=1

qiG
n−1
i (2.4)

We will see that the probability distribution {q∗k}k=1,...,m that minimizes
S(n) makes it very close to 1. However, the optimal probability distribution
is a function of n. We will see also that it is possible to construct a heuristic
probability distributions {q̃k}k=1,...,m, independent of n, yielding values of
S(n) close to the minimum S

∗(n). After a first round with such a probability
distribution, few stations survive. At that point, few more rounds with a
plain uniform probability distribution will attain a low collision probability.
Let us determine an algorithm to calculate {q∗k}k=1,...,m. It is the probability
distribution that minimizes (2.4) for any given n ≥ 2, under the constraint∑m
i=1 qi = 1. Using Lagrange multipliers, we have to minimize the function

f(q) = n
m∑
i=1

qiG
n−1
i − Λ

m∑
i=1

qi (2.5)

Imposing that the gradient be null, we obtain the m equations nGn−1
j +

n(n− 1)∑j
i=1 qiG

n−2
i −Λ = 0 in the m+ 1 unknowns Λ and qi, i = 1, . . . ,m:

Taking differences, we find

Gn−1
j −Gn−1

j−1 + (n− 1)qjGn−2
j = 0 (2.6)

for j = 2, . . . ,m. This can be re-arranged as follows:

1 + (n− 1) qj
Gj

=
(
Gj−1

Gj

)n−1
= 1

(1− qj−1/Gj−1)n−1 (2.7)

holding for j = 2, . . . ,m. Letting zj ≡ 1− qj/Gj, we find

zj−1 = 1
[n− (n− 1)zj]

1
n−1

(2.8)

for j = m,m − 1, . . . ,2, starting with zm = 1 − qm/Gm = 0. Once the zj’s
have been calculated, the optimal probability distribution is found by

q∗j =
1− z1 j = 1

(1− zj)
(
1−∑j−1

i=1 q
∗
i

)
j = 2, . . . ,m

(2.9)
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Figure 2.2. Subfigure (a) shows the probability distribution qk: optimal
distributions for n = 1, . . . ,1000 (red dashed lines) and heuristic distribu-
tion (solid blue line), for m = 16. Subfigure (b) shows the mean number
of stations surviving one round, for m = 16. Subfigure (c) shows the
collision probability of DCF, Idle Sense and ReCo as a function of the
number of stations n, when m = 16

Substituting back the optimal solution into the expression of the mean
number of surviving stations, we find S∗(n) = 1 + (n− 1)q∗1. It can be shown
that

S
∗(n) ≈ 1 +

m−2 times︷ ︸︸ ︷
log(1 + log(1 + · · ·+ log(1+ log n))) (2.10)

as n→∞. This explains why S∗(n) is so close to 1, even for large values of
n.

A sample of optimal probability distributions {q∗k}1≤k≤m for some values
of n between 2 and 1000 is plotted in Fig. 2.2(a) for m = 16 (dashed red
lines). We have found that a power-law heuristic probability distribution
{q̃k}1≤k≤m, “interpolates” the family of optimal probability distributions; so
we let

q̃k = 1/(m+ 1− k)α
1 + 1/2α + · · ·+ 1/mα

, k = 1, . . . ,m. (2.11)

The solid line curve of Fig. 2.2(a) is obtained by setting α = 3 in (2.11).
The function S(n) is plotted in Fig. 2.2(b) for m = 16. We compare the

values of S(n) obtained with: (i) the optimal probability distributions (one
for each value of n; red dashed line); (ii) the heuristic probability distribution
{q̃k}1≤k≤m (blue solid line); and (iii) the uniform probability distribution
(black dash-dot line).

The optimal probability distributions make S∗(n) very small, close to 1,
for all n from 1 up to 1000 (high values could be interesting for IoT scenarios).
The heuristic probability distribution is quite successful in cutting down to
very low levels the number of stations surviving after one round. For low
values of n (below 10), the uniform probability distribution is almost optimal,
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unlike the heuristic one. On the contrary, for large n, the uniform probability
distribution fails to reduce the number of surviving stations substantially.
Therefore, we expect good results by using the heuristic pdf in the first
round (so that few stations survive, less than 3 on average over the range
1 ≤ n ≤ 1000), then letting a uniform pdf deal with such a small number of
surviving stations in the ensuing rounds.

The collision probability resulting from three rounds, the first of which uses
the heuristic pdf in eq. (2.11) and the two subsequent ones use the uniform
pdf, is shown in Fig. 2.2(c) for m = 16. We compare DCF (cross markers),
ReCo (square markers) and Idle Sense (asterisks), an adaptive algorithm to
adjust the transmission probability of DCF in an optimal way [27, 28]. Idle
Sense has been selected since it achieves the best performance among the
variants of IEEE 802.11 DCF. It has been simulated, by implementing the
refined algorithm described in [28].

While Idle Sense is quite effective in maintaining the collision probability
at a constant level as n varies, ReCo outperforms both DCF and Idle Sense
by at least one order of magnitude. Results improve fast as m grows. Note
that Idle Sense adaptation algorithm requires parameter values depending
on the specific MAC PDU format, air bit rate, inter-frame space sizes. On
the contrary, the optimization of the probability distributions used in ReCo
contention are completely independent of any detail of data transmission.

2.4.3 Saturation throughput and short-term fairness
Fig. 2.1 shows the channel time evolution as a sequence of contention and ac-
tivity phases. The duration of activity phases is the sum of two contributions:
(i) overhead time Toh accounting for PHY/MAC overhead and inter-frame
spacings; (ii) payload transmission time.

Let Ui be a random variable representing the time the frame payload takes
to be transmitted by the i-th station. If stations are statistically equivalent,
Ui ∼ U for all i. It is U = L/R, R being the air bit rate of the MAC inter-
face and L the MAC PDU payload length. Both quantities take a discrete
spectrum of values, so that we model U as a discrete random variable. Let
U ∈ {a1, a2, . . . , a`} with a1 ≤ a2 ≤ · · · ≤ a`, and Qj = P(U ≤ aj) for
j = 1, . . . , `. For notation convenience we set also Q0 = 0.

The activity time A in case r stations transmitting results to be A = Toh+
max{U1, U2, . . . , Ur} for r ≥ 1. By the independence assumption, the payload
times Ui are mutually independent, so it is P(max{U1, . . . , Ur} ≤ aj) = Qr

j

(j = 1, . . . , `), and E[max{U1, . . . , Ur}] = ∑`
j=1 aj(Qr

j −Qr
j−1), for r ≥ 1. For
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r = 1 we find the mean E[U ] = ∑`
j=1 aj(Qj −Qj−1).

We evaluate the saturation throughput ρ for n stations continuously back-
logged. By considering that the end of each access cycle is a regeneration
instant for ReCo, we can express the normalized saturation throughput as
the ratio of the mean time spent in successful payload transmission and the
average duration of the access cycle:

ρReCo = v1E[U ]
sδ + ∑n

h=1 vh
∑`
j=1 (Toh + aj)(Qh

j −Qh
j−1)

(2.12)

where δ is the back-off slot time, vh ≡ vh(s,m, n) = P(W = h), for h =
1, . . . , n.

As reference comparison terms, we consider the throughput achievable
under legacy DCF and under perfect scheduling. For the legacy DCF, the
normalized throughput ρDCF can be found as a simple generalization of the
model proposed in [29][30]:

ρDCF = nτ(1− τ)n−1E[U ]
δ(1− τ)n + ∑`

j=1 (Toh + aj)(Yj − Yj−1)
(2.13)

where τ is the transmission probability in a back-off slot, and Yj = (1− τ +
τQj)n, j = 0,1, . . . , `.

The probability τ can be computed, given the number n of stations, the
DCF maximum retry parameter,M , and the contention window sizes,Wi, i =
0,1, . . . ,M , by solving a non-linear equation system (see [29][30]), namely

τ = 1 + p+ p2 + · · ·+ pM

β0 + β1p+ β2p2 + · · ·+ βMpM
p = 1− (1− τ)n−1 (2.14)

with βi = (Wi + 1)/2 for i = 0,1, . . . ,M .
In case of ideal scheduling, no contention and back-off are required. Each

access cycle consists of a successful transmission. Then

ρideal = E[U ]
Toh + E[U ] (2.15)

As for the fairness, all considered random access protocols, DCF, ReCo
and Idle Sense, are long-term fair, in the sense that they guarantee the same
average number of access opportunities to each station, over a long time.

In the short-term, i.e., over time scales comparable with the packet trans-
mission time, things are quite different. Let us consider the access time Θ,
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defined as the time elapsing since when a packet becomes the head-of-line
in a station until when it is transmitted with success or it exhausts all re-
transmission attempts. A measure of short-term fairness is offered by the
Coefficient Of Variation (COV) of the access time CΘ, defined as the ratio
between the standard deviation of Θ and the mean of Θ.

We define also the access gap J . Let P, P1, P2, . . . , Pk, P
′ a sequence of

successfully transmitted packets, with P and P ′ belonging to a same station
A and all other packets belonging to stations other than A. Then we say that
the access gap is J = k+1. With n identical stations, in case of deterministic
round-robin, it would be J = n. Since the considered protocols are long-term
fair, they all give E[J ] = n. The COV of J , CJ , gives a measure of short-term
unfairness.

Since access cycles starting times are renewal points for a given station,
it can be verified that P(J = k) = (1 − 1/n)k−1(1/n), k ≥ 1. Then, it
is CJ =

√
1− 1/n. A simple upper bound of CΘ can be found by bound-

ing the variance of the intervals where collisions occur with the variance
of intervals with successful transmissions. This is an upper bound since
payload times U vary within a finite interval. Then, it can be found that
CΘ =

√
1− ps/n+ ps/nC2

U , ps being the probability of success. This expres-
sion is exact if U is fixed, hence CU = 0.

As for the DCF, the derivation of the access time variance is quite in-
volved. It can be found in [31]. The variance of J for DCF can be found
following a similar reasoning. Numerical evaluation of this expression high-
lights that the largest contribution by far is due to the binary exponential
back-off algorithm. The variability of the payload times has a minor impact.
Finally, CJ and CΘ for Idle Sense are obtained via simulations.

We give numerical examples. We evaluate the saturation throughput for
the IEEE 802.11ac PHY parameters. The back-off slot duration is δ = 9 µs.
We consider a 40 MHz channel, the air bit rate set to 200 Mbps (1 spatial
stream, 256-QAM with code rate 5/6), and Toh = 162.9 µs. Payload lengths
are uniformly distributed over the set {80,1500,9000,11454} bytes, taking
also into account the aggregation of 4 MPDU. For the standard IEEE 802.11
DCF the contention window sizes are Wi = min(16 · 2i,1024) for i = 0, . . . ,7.
As for ReCo, we set s = 3 and assume that we can use 8 tones in 20 MHz
bandwidth. Consistently, we set m = 16 for IEEE 802.11ac. The duration of
each contention round is identified with the back-off slot duration. Tab. 2.6
summarizes the analysis parameters and gives their numerical values.

Fig. 2.3(a) shows the normalized throughput ρ as a function of the number
of contending stations n for the ideal MAC (triangle markers), ReCo (square
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Table 2.1. Numerical values of parameters used in the analysis.

δ Back-off slot 9 µs
Wch Radio channel bandwidth 40 MHz
R Bit rate 200 Mbps
Toh PHY/MAC overhead time 162.9 µs

plus inter-frame spacings
L MAC PDU payload 80,1500,9000

or 11454 bytes
CWmin Minimum contention window 15
CWmax Maximum contention window 1023

s Number of rounds for ReCo 3
m Number of tones for ReCo 8 or 16

ReCo contention phase time s · δ

markers), IEEE 802.11 DCF (‘x’ markers) and Idle Sense (asterisk markers).
The most relevant outcome is that ReCo exhibits close-to-ideal perfor-

mance results, and that the achieved throughput is almost insensitive to the
number of contending stations in the range between 1 and 1000. While Idle
Sense exhibits excellent performance, except at small n levels, ReCo is defi-
nitely superior. We observe that ReCo throughput performance are achieved
with a fixed parameter configuration and a relatively small value of m. There
is no need of implementing an estimator of the number of contending stations
as in Idle Sense. This is a critical point whenever the offered traffic is volatile
and intermittent, so that the number of contending stations varies quickly
over time, possibly by large amounts. ReCo does not suffer the offered traffic
variability, given that a static parameter setting is essentially optimal for n
ranging over three orders of magnitude.

As for fairness, Fig. 2.3(b) and Fig. 2.3(c) illustrates the short term fairness
of an IEEE 802.11ac network with n stations in saturations. Payload times
are fixed. We have tested numerically also variable payload times, with
various distribution for packet sizes and air bit rates, checking the the COV
of access time and access gap exhibit little modifications with respect to the
values plotted in figures.

Fig. 2.3(b) compares the COV of Θ for DCF, ReCo and Idle Sense. It is
apparent that DCF introduces a sensitive variability of the access time, with
a COV as high as 3. ReCo offers access times that are geometric, hence with
COV close to 1. Idle Sense gives an even smaller COV, i.e., a more regular
service. The little increase of variability induced by ReCo with respect to
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Figure 2.3. Normalized throughput vs. stations number: comparison among
ideal (no collisions), ReCo, IdleSense and IEEE 802.11 DCF, in case of IEEE
802.11ac with m = 16 (a). Short-term fairness for a IEEE 802.11ac network
with n stations in saturation. Parameters for ReCo are m = 8 and s = 3. (b)
Coefficient Of Variation (COV) of access time as a function of n. (c) COV of
the access gap J as a function of n.

Idle Sense is the price to pay for the simplicity of ReCo. ReCo algorithm is
essentially state-less. The state of the station is renewed at each contention
phase. As opposed, Idle Sense maintains a number of variables to track the
optimal value of the contention window. By introducing a minimum added
complexity to ReCo, in the order of that of Idle Sense, it could be possible to
reduce the variability of the access time by temporarily reducing the priority
of a station that has just transmitted with success. Same remarks apply to
the COV of the access gap J (Fig. 2.3(c)). The statistics of J do not depend
in any way on the statistics of the payload times and on the values of the
overhead and other peculiarities of the different IEEE 802.11 amendments
(except of the parameters of the adaptive algorithm of Idle Sense).

2.5 Physical primitives for ReCo implemen-
tation

In order to use the ReCo mechanism in a real wireless network, we imple-
mented a prototype of wireless node able to execute the ReCo contention
mechanism in the frequency domain. Prototypes of wireless nodes exploiting
tone-based contention mechanisms have been mainly built on top of soft-
ware defined radio (SDR) platforms, such as the GNU Radio/USRP platform
[17, 32]. In our case, we decided to work on the WARP SDR platform, which
includes an FPGA, in order to exploit both PHY layer programmability (to
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Figure 2.4. Modifications to the WARP reference design for IEEE 802.11g
PHY enabling tone transmissions and receptions.

implement tone transmission and reception mechanisms) and MAC layer pro-
grammability (to implement the ReCo logic) inside the platform. Moreover,
a reference implementation of a complete IEEE 802.11g MAC/PHY stack is
available for the WARP platform.

In ReCo, contentions are resolved by identifying the stations transmitting
the tone at the lowest frequency. This implies the capability of transmitting
and receiving tones simultaneously. While full duplex radio obviously en-
ables such a capability, by means of advanced digital and analog cancellation
mechanisms [33], the same requirement can be satisfied by a much simpler
PHY layer based on the integration of two independent transceivers in one
node. Indeed, as discussed in what follows, recognizing tones is much easier
than recognizing modulated signals, especially if tones are opportunistically
spaced.

Fig. 2.4 shows the high-level architecture of the original IEEE 802.11g
PHY reference design (blue blocks) and the modifications implemented for
supporting tone contentions (green blocks). In principle, multi-carrier mod-
ulation can be easily adapted for transmitting and detecting tones. On the
transmitter side, it is enough to null all the available sub-carriers apart one
selected in a list of possible tones. On the reception side, it is enough to
sample the reception power at each sub-carrier and compare such a power
with a threshold, as we will see shortly.

We considered the possibility to rely on IFFT/FFT blocks working on a
number of sub-carriers higher than 64. By increasing the tone duration (or
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Table 2.2. Output of algorithm that provides the best sub-set of all available
sub-carriers, with m = 11 and 20 MHz bandwidth

sub-carrier index 38 44 50 55 61 3 9 15 20 26 32
frequency [MHz] -8.44 -6.56 -4.69 -3.12 -1.25 0.62 2.50 4.37 5.94 7.81 9.68

equivalently the number of IFFT/FFT samples generated for a given sam-
pling interval), detection of tone transmissions is more robust to channel
attenuation and interfering signals. The contention overhead grows propor-
tionally to the time required for each tone transmission.

Apart from the capability of transmitting and receiving tones, a crucial
aspect is performing these operations in parallel. The tone used for transmis-
sion will obviously create a self-interference with the receiver chain, which
will result in high power values at the same frequency used for transmis-
sion. Moreover, because of the non-linearity of the transceiver, the transmit-
ted tone will create some (attenuated) spurious signals at other frequencies
(namely, at the mirror frequency and at twice the frequency of the tone).
Self-interference signals can prevent the detection of tones transmitted by
other nodes at the same frequency, but this capability is not required by the
ReCo scheme. On the other hand, spurious signals could affect the ReCo
contention mechanism because they can be erroneously considered as valid
tones transmitted by contending nodes. The probability of this event can
be reduced to zero (or minimized) if the frequencies at which the spurious
signals appear do not overlap (or have a small overlapping probability) with
the ones chosen as contention tones. To this purpose, we have implemented
a simple algorithm that provides the best sub-set of all available sub-carriers
as contention tones, in order to maximize the distance between spurious sig-
nals and contention tones. Table 2.2 shows a list of 11 sub-carriers that the
algorithm has calculated among a set of 64 available ones in a 20 MHz band-
width. The ReCo scheme has been configured with m = 11 for comparing
the contention results with the time version ReCo scheme presented in [20].

Fig. 2.5 shows the FFT samples received by a wireless node, while trans-
mitting a tone at −4.69 MHz with respect to the central frequency, lasting
128 (Fig. 2.5(a)) or 64 (Fig. 2.5(b)) samples. From the figure it is evident
that it is possible to perform parallel transmissions and receptions of tones,
despite of the self-interference generated by the transmitted tone. This in-
terference results in the power peaks at −4.69 MHz, corresponding to the
transmitted tone, and at 4.69 MHz and −9.38 MHz, corresponding to the
spurious tones generated at the mirror frequency and twice the frequency of
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Figure 2.5. FFT samples received by a wireless node in a first con-
tention round with 5 contending stations, with tones lasting 128 sam-
ples (a) or 64 samples (b). Shorter tones result in an increased width
of the power peak lobs.

the tone. The second spurious tone is not relevant, being its power com-
parable with the noise. The narrow bandwidth of spurious tones and the
opportunistic selection of contention tones allow the correct identification of
other four tones transmitted at −6.56 MHz, −3.12 MHz, 5.94 MHz, and
7.81 MHz. Working on 128 (or 256) samples allows to improve the frequency
resolution of peak detection, thus leading to a more robust identification of
tones.

Tone detection is based on a simple comparison between the value of
the FFT samples at the frequencies of the potential tones and a threshold
value, which is tuned as a function of the background noise. The power of
background noise is estimated by averaging the FFT samples at frequencies
different from the ones in which tone transmissions or spurious signals can
be detected. The threshold is then obtained by adding a margin to this noise
level.

2.6 Tone detection - Robustness and cover-
age range

In order to assess the robustness of tone detection and the probability of erro-
neously considering an impulsive noise as a contention tone, we traced more
than 60000 contentions between two nodes in Line-of-Sight (LoS) propaga-
tion conditions, as the number m of contention tones varies from 2 to 16. For
each contention round we traced the indices of the tones randomly selected
for transmission and the indices of the tones detected at each node.
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Figure 2.6. False detection made by the detection algorithm with variable
threshold tuned as a function of the background noise at two WARP stations.
WARP 1 (a) and WARP 2 (b).
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Figure 2.7. Cumulative Distribution Function of tone transmissions ob-
served by five contending stations in Line Of Sight (a) and No Line Of Sight
(b) propagation conditions among the stations.

Fig. 2.6 shows the detection errors in terms of false negatives, i.e., tones
not detected at the frequency index selected by the contending station, and
false positives, i.e., tones detected at a frequency index where no tone has
been transmitted. From the figure, it is evident that false negatives are
almost zero, while the probability of false positives can be relevant as the
number of contention tones increases. However, the effects of false positives
on the overall contention mechanism can be negligible. Indeed, a contention
station can take a wrong decision of leaving the contention only if a false tone
is detected at a frequency index lower than the one used for transmission. If
the wrong decision implies that no station attempts a channel access, a new
contention process can be restarted right after a DIFS time (with a small
waste of channel time).
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Figure 2.8. Effects of selective fading on tone detection: channel response
between station 3 and station 1 in two different link directions.

Fig. 2.7 shows the cumulative distribution of the tone detected at the
lowest frequency, in a contention round with m = 11 and five contending
stations. In Fig. 2.7(a), under LoS propagation, we can see that the curve
almost coincides with the one resulting from ideal detection, i.e., with the
CDF of the minimum of five variables uniformly distributed in a range of
11 possible values. In Fig. 2.7(b), when one node is moved to a different
room and one node has been hidden by means of an obstacle, we found that
distributions observed by each node do not coincide anymore. For example,
we can clearly observe that stations 3 and 4 see a probability equal to 0.32
that the first contention round ends with a transmission on the first tone,
while the other stations see a probability value equal to 0.38. Indeed, in some
cases, nodes 3 and 4 are not able to hear the tones sent by the other stations.
The possibility to hear tones also depends on the specific frequency selected
by the far station for contention. In absence of a dominant propagation path,
the channel can be selective in frequency and therefore the tone transmissions
performed by the far station that can be detected by the other contending
nodes are no more uniformly distributed among the available frequencies.
These considerations are quantified in Fig. 2.8(a) and Fig. 2.8(b), where we
visualize the channel response between station 3 and station 1 in two different
link directions. Because tone attenuations strongly depend on the sub-carrier
index and the channel is not symmetrical, the contention process is no more
fair. For example, since transmitted tones by station 1 with low sub-carrier
indexes are highly attenuated at the receiver of the station 3 (as depicted
in Fig. 2.8(b)), the winning probability in the first contention round of the
station 3 is higher.
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Table 2.3. Detection of tones and data frames.
Distance Noise RX Tone RSSI Tone RX Frame RSSI Frame

[m] [dBm] [#] [Average dBm] [#] [Average dBm]
Low TX 5 -94.362 1000 -70.490 0 -93.816
Power 10 -94.367 981 -84.140 0 -94.333

15 -94.364 881 -86.901 0 -94.335

Medium 5 -94.372 1000 -55.122 1000 -88.129
TX Power 10 -94.347 1000 -70.330 407 -92.955

15 -94.355 1000 -66.789 326 -93.154

High TX 5 -94.362 1000 -49.777 1000 -75.198
Power 10 -94.346 1000 -65.571 1000 -89.081

15 -94.365 999 -64.210 1000 -88.391

Apart from the selective channel behavior, which can bias the results of
the contention mechanism, a final aspect to be considered is the potential
presence of hidden nodes, i.e., nodes which are not able to hear each other
during contention but can transmit towards a common receiver. The occur-
rence of hidden nodes can be significantly mitigated by the fact that tone
transmissions, which concentrate the transmission power in a very narrow
band, have a detection range much higher than the one resulting for data
transmission. Therefore, a station A, which does not hear data frames sent by
a station B, that interferes with A’s receiver, is generally able to hear tones
sent by B. To demonstrate this phenomenon, we monitored the number of
data frames and tones received by a reference station placed at different dis-
tances from another reference station transmitting at 0 dBm (low power),
11 dBm (medium power) or 22 dBm (high power). Table 2.3 summarizes
the results, by showing that tones detection can be easier than data frame
detection.

To mitigate the problem of hidden nodes, the ReCo mechanism can be
extended, for example by using tones for coding additional information such
as the duration of the data frame transmission to be used for virtual carrier
sensing. ReCo can also be adapted by having the AP echo the lowest fre-
quency tone it receives in a round, as we investigated in Sec. 2.12, where we
defined a version of ReCo, called ReCHo. This mechanism realizes effectively
an RTS/CTS signaling implemented through tones.

2.7 Experimental validation
We run several performance tests by limiting our observations to the sce-
nario in which all the stations work in Line-of-Sight. In this context, tone
contention is not degraded by selective fading, but only by errors due to the
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Table 2.4. Numerical values of parameters used in the experiment.

δ Back-off slot 9 µs
Wch Radio channel bandwidth 20 MHz
R Bit rate 6 Mbps
n Number of stations (WARPs) 5
L MAC PDU payload 1500 bytes

SIFS and DIFS 16 µs and 34 µs
CWmin Minimum contention window 15
CWmax Maximum contention window 1023

s Number of rounds for ReCo 2 or 3
m Number of tones for ReCo 8

ReCo contention phase time s · δ
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Figure 2.9. Experimental throughput (a) and collision probability (b) results
in case of legacy DCF (red curve), ReCo with 2 rounds (blue curve) and ReCo
with 3 rounds (green curve) with 5 contending stations.

detection algorithm of the tones. Source rates have been configured for guar-
anteeing saturation conditions with data packets of 1500 bytes and a data
transmission rate of 6 Mbps. The duration of each experiment has been set
to 30 seconds. Tab. 2.4 summarizes the experimental parameters and gives
their numerical values.

Fig. 2.9(a) shows the total normalized throughput achieved with 5 con-
tending stations in case of legacy DCF and in case of ReCo with two (s = 2)
or three (s = 3) contention rounds and a number of contention tones m equal
to 11. Contention tones have been selected according to the list summarized
in Table 2.2. From the figure, we see that the normalized throughput is 79%
for DCF, 87% for ReCo with s = 2 and 90% for ReCo with s = 3.
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Figure 2.10. Per-station throughput results in case of legacy DCF
(a) and ReCo with 2 round (b). COV of the access gap J :
CJ(legacyDCF ) = 1.18; CJ(ReCo) = 0.91.

Note that ReCo spends a fixed contention time for each channel access,
equal to the product of the number of contention rounds and the duration of a
contention tone (i.e. 2 or 3 times 9 µs). The DCF contention time depends on
the number of contending stations and on the minimum contention window
CWmin. Although for 5 stations and CWmin = 15 the average contention time
for DCF is comparable with ReCo (about 3.1 back-off slots of 9 µs), ReCo
efficiency is higher because of the reduction of the collision rate (as shown in
Fig. 2.9(b)). Indeed, the average collision probability perceived with DCF is
0.25 (consistent with the well known Bianchi’s result [29]), while such a value
is reduced to 0.10 and 0.04 for ReCo with, respectively, s = 2 and s = 3.

Finally, as summarized in Fig. 2.10, we observe that ReCo improves the
per-station fairness in comparison with DCF, because the average throughput
perceived by each station exhibits a variability lower than DCF, even with
two contention rounds. More into details, in our experiment we found that
per-station normalized throughout achieved under legacy DCF varies in the
range [0.06, 0.28] between the worst and best performing station, achieve a
COV of the access gap of 1.18, while for ReCo such a range is reduced to
[0.14− 0.19] and the COV of the access gap is reduced to 0.91.

2.8 Analysis of coexistence issues with legacy
DCF

Although the adoption of ReCo can significantly improve the efficiency of
random contention, an important aspect to be addressed is related to coexis-
tence with other legacy WLANs operating in the same channel. Consider for
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simplicity two cells only, each one operating with a different access protocol
(ReCo and DCF). There are two main scenarios that can be considered: (i)
compatibility: the two cells significantly overlap and most of the transmissions
performed in one cell can be detected in the other one; (ii) interference: the
two cells partially overlap and only tone transmissions (whose power density
is higher than data frame) can be detected by the legacy nodes.

Compatibility. ReCo consecutive transmissions are separated by a DIFS
time plus a few fixed-size contention rounds used for tone transmissions,
during which legacy DCF stations detect the medium as busy. Therefore, in
case of overlapping between nodes employing ReCo and DCF protocols, DCF
legacy nodes will be indefinitely prevented from accessing the channel and
therefore their throughput will be reduced down to zero. Being the number
of orthogonal channels limited, the most suitable approach for tackling the
compatibility issue is using TDMA (Time Division Multiple Access) between
ReCo nodes and legacy DCF nodes. Different solutions can be envisioned.
On one side, it is possible to activate ReCo only in a portion of the beacon
interval, by announcing in the beacon frame a time interval open to ReCo
nodes similarly to a contention-free periods used for polling. On the other
side, rather than resuming the contention a DIFS interval after the ACK
transmission, it is possible to adopt an extended AIFS space (e.g. a DIFS
plus a number of backoff slot) for permitting the access of legacy stations
between consecutive ReCo channel accesses. For example, a ReCo station
could let go k idle back-off slots before starting tone contention. This way
IEEE 802.11 stations that are competing for access could count down up to k
back-off slots for each ReCo station access and eventually hit 0 and transmit.
By modulating k one could trade-off the efficiency of the overall system with
the access time granted to IEEE 802.11 stations. In both cases, different time
shares between ReCo and DCF can be achieved, by modulating the fraction
of time granted to ReCo access or the size of the AIFS time to be used by
ReCo nodes. In other words, ReCo tone transmissions act similarly to trigger
frames of IEEE 802.11ax in order to schedule the next channel access grant.
Solutions for guaranteeing compatibility with legacy stations can be inspired
by solutions envisioned for IEEE 802.11ax. Being the number of orthogonal
channels limited, the most suitable approach for coexistence is using TDMA
(Time Division Multiple Access) between ReCo nodes and legacy DCF nodes,
for example exploiting inter-cell NAV as in the IEEE 802.11ax case [34]. We
will briefly analyze the IEEE 802.11ax standard and a possible extension of
ReCo to a Multi-User transmission system in the next sections.
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Interference. When ReCo frames are not detected by the coexisting DCF
nodes, there is no risk that DCF nodes are indefinitely prevented from ac-
cessing the channel. However, we cannot exclude that tone transmissions
are received by DCF nodes or interfere with DCF frame transmissions be-
cause, as quantified in table 2.3, they can be detected at higher distances
than frame transmissions. Note that interference generated by ReCo frames
whose power in lower than the carrier sensing threshold is equivalent to the
one due to any other coexisting DCF cell in similar position and therefore it
is not analyzed as a ReCo coexistence issue.

Legacy DCF stations react to the detection of a tone, sent by a ReCo
station, by activating the receiver chain and by freezing the back-off counter
in case they are in back-off. Since a tone transmission lasts a few OFDM
symbols, the back-off count-down is enlarged of a limited extra time (equal
to the tone duration and an additional DIFS time), with a modest impact
on the throughput. Moreover, in case of collisions, the narrow-band inter-
ference generated by the tone does not prevent the correct reception of a
legacy frame, thanks to channel coding. To quantify such statements, we
run an experiment in which a link at 6 Mbps between two commercial DCF
cards is interfered by tone transmissions performed, at regular time intervals,
by a close ReCo node, for which frame transmissions following the random
contention have been disabled. For better enlightening the effect of the inter-
ference, the transmitter card is configured with a fixed contention window of
80 slots, corresponding to the time interval between two consecutive tones.
Two monitoring USRP nodes are placed close to the DCF transmitter card
and receiver card for estimating the interference power of the tones and the
resulting SIR, as well as monitoring the inter-frame spaces between consec-
utive transmissions.

Table 2.5 summarizes the throughput results and the packet loss of the
legacy link measured during the daily hours (i.e. in presence of other inter-
ference sources) with and without the tone transmissions for packet payload
of 1470 byte. We set-up two interference experiments, with ReCo interfer-
ence affecting the transmitter or the receiver only. A last experiment refers
to the coexistence case, in which ReCo frame transmissions are detected
by DCF nodes. In the first interference experiment, we can observe that
tone transmissions marginally affects the throughput results. However, the
back-off counter of the transmitter station experiences some extra freezes, as
depicted in Fig. 2.11 in the cumulative distribution of the inter-frame spaces
between consecutive transmissions. Because of the environment interference,
the inter-frame spaces in absence of tone transmissions is not fixed to 80
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INTERFERENCE AT THE TRANSMITTER SIDE
w/o ReCo ReCo SIR 1.64dB

Throughput [Mbps] µ =3.8, σ2=0.0048 µ =3.6, σ2=0.0171
Packet Loss [%] µ =7.92, σ2=2.21 µ =7.54, σ2=2.36

INTERFERENCE AT THE RECEIVER SIDE
w/o ReCo ReCo SIR -9.75dB

Throughput [Mbps] µ =3.8, σ2=0.0048 µ =3.78, σ2=0.0021
Packet Loss [%] µ =7.92, σ2= 2.21 µ =7.88, σ2=2.14

COMPATIBILITY SCENARIO
w/o ReCo ReCo SIR -0.42dB

Throughput [Mbps] µ =3.8,σ2=0.0048 µ =0.0047, σ2=3.46e-05
Packet Loss [%] µ =7.92, σ2=2.21 µ =0, σ2=0

Table 2.5. Performance in term of average values (µ) and vairances (σ2).

slots, but results in the cumulative distribution of the blue curve. When
ReCo is active, the minimum space between transmissions grows of about 6
slots. More specifically, 4 slots are due to the DIFS interval and 2 slots are
due to the tone duration (i.e. 2 slots are required to reset the receiving chain
of the transmitter activated by the tone).

Also in the second interference experiment, when the interference acts on
the receiver, despite the fact that during a frame transmission performed at
6 Mbps (lasting about 2ms), there are multiple tones transmissions spaced
of 700 µs (about 78 slots), the throughput is marginally affected by the
interference.

Finally, in the closing experiment we activated frame transmissions on the
ReCo node and increased the interfering power. When DCF legacy cards
detect ReCo frame transmissions, they are not able to access the channel
anymore and the throughput is reduced down to zero.

2.9 IEEE 802.11ax Overview
The IEEE Standards Association (IEEE-SA) approved 802.11ax in March
2014 [35]. The scope of the IEEE 802.11ax amendment is to define inno-
vative mechanisms at both the PHY and MAC layer for improving the the
capacity of WLANs in scenarios with high density of nodes. The main in-
novation considered in this extension is the adoption of a PHY layer based
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Figure 2.11. CDF of the number of slots varying SIR.

on OFDMA, which allows a fine-grained access to the channel resources or-
ganized into multiple sub-channels called Resource Units (RUs). Indeed, in
OFDMA, the availability of OFDM multiple tones can be exploited for sup-
porting multiple access, i.e. for enabling con-current transmissions to/from
multiple stations. To this purpose, the AP needs to coordinate multiple
stations providing a reference synchronisation signal and a precise schedul-
ing of resource allocations, similarly to what happens in cellular systems.
Scheduling of uplink transmission grants has been considered for optimiz-
ing the channel efficiency. However, random access cannot be completely
avoided for several reasons, such as sending signalling information by new
stations, notifying buffer status for facilitating AP scheduling decisions, or
transmitting intermittent traffic. The random access mechanism defined in
IEEE 802.11ax is called OFDMA Backo-OFF (OBO) [36] and implements
a variant of multi-channel slotted Aloha by means of a back-off mechanism
performed in the frequency domain among multiple resource units.

Although OFDMA is widely used in cellular networks, it is a significant
novelty for WLAN networks, especially for uplink transmissions. For pro-
viding a coordination mechanism between stations, a trigger frame is sent
by the AP before any uplink Multi-User (MU) transmission. The trigger
frame has the role to provide a reference signal for synchronising over time
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Figure 2.12. An example of uplink multi-user transmissions in IEEE
802.11ax networks under the OBO mechanism (a) or ReCo (b). RUs
accessed by means of Random Access are colored in red, while reserved
RUs are colored in blue.

the transmissions performed by independent stations (which start a SIFS af-
ter the end of the trigger frame) and identifying the right power level to be
used. OFDMA in IEEE 802.11ax is frame-based, i.e. various tones grouped
in Resource Units (RUs) are assigned to a given station for the entire frame
duration. The trigger frame also specifies which RU is pre-allocated to a
given station and which other units can be randomly accessed by all the sta-
tions. Acknowledgement frames are sent by the AP a SIFS after the end of
the MU transmissions [37].

Fig. 2.12(a) shows an example of two OFDMA uplink transmissions in
IEEE 802.11ax network, in which the channel bandwidth is organized into 8
RUs. Different colors are used for distinguishing the RUs accessed by means
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of scheduling (in blue) and random access (in red).
The contention process for utilizing the RUs left to contention implements

a variant of multi-channel slotted Aloha called OFDMA Back-Off (OBO).
Each transmitting station chooses a random value, called OBO value, in a
contention window of size OCW . The contention window follows the usual
exponential increment rule as a function of the transmission outcomes (i.e
if the ACK is not received), and can vary between OCWmin and OCWmax,
values that are signaled by the AP in the trigger frame. At each contention
chance following the transmission of a trigger frame, the back-off counter
is decremented by the number of RUs available in that contention chance.
In other words, differently from legacy DCF, the back-off counter is not
decremented over time as a function of the channel sensing results (i.e. when
the channel is idle), but it is updated right after the transmission of the
trigger frame. If the residual back-off counter is lower than the number of
available RUs, the station can attempt a transmission by randomly choosing
a RU among the ones devoted to contention. Otherwise, the station decreases
the back-off counter and waits for the next contention chance. Fig. 2.12(a)
shows the back-off counter updates performed by the stations involved in
the example. The figure also shows that in a random transmission attempt
stations can transmit either a data frame or a special control frame, called
Buffer Status Report (BSR), to inform the AP on the status of the queues
and ask for scheduled (reserved) RUs for subsequent transmissions. The
details of the scheme can be found in [37].

2.10 ReCo for multi-user transmissions
Although the IEEE 802.11ax random scheme is very simple and its adoption
can be limited to the transmission of the BSR frames, it is evident that sig-
nificant channel wastes can arise for two main reasons: (i) lack of utilization
of some RUs, which remain empty during the back-off countdown or are not
selected by the stations that complete their countdown; (ii) collisions due to
the selection of the same RU by multiple stations. For example, in the first
uplink MU transmission of Fig. 2.12(a), only one of the four RUs available
for random access is utilized for transmission, despite the fact that three
stations are contending.

Our proposed solution can significantly reduce the waste of RUs at the
expense of slightly increasing the duration of MU transmissions of a few
extra symbols, as depicted in Fig. 2.12(b). During these extra symbols, the
whole channel bandwidth is organized in tones (suitably spaced), to be used
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Algorithm 2 Pseudo-code of the contention phase algorithm, ReCo for IEEE
802.11ax - MW ReCo

1: r = 0;
2: c = 0;
3: dropout = FALSE
4: while (r < s)&(dropout == FALSE) do
5: r = r + 1;
6: y = extract_random_number(1, mr, q̄(r));
7: transmit_burst(r, fy);
8: if y > RUfree then
9: for p = 1 to y − 1 do

10: c = c + isbusy_channel(r, fp);
11: end for
12: if c ≥ RUfree then
13: dropout = TRUE
14: end if
15: end if
16: end while

for the multi-round contention process. We remark that implementing ReCo
in the frequency domain is possible without supporting full-duplex capability,
i.e., without adding extra complexity to the stations as discussed in Sec. 2.5.
Since in this case the contention process involves the allocation of multiple
RUs rather than a single transmission grant, simple extensions of the basic
ReCo scheme can be envisioned. In particular, we considered two possible
solutions, which are also summarized in Alg. 2 and Alg. 3 by using the same
convention (functions and variables) described in Sec. 2.3.

Multi-Winner (MW) extension. In order to allocate multiple RUs, it is
possible to identify multiple winners at each contention round. Let RUfree
be the number of RUs available for contention. At each round, each sta-
tion decides to go to the next round if no more than RUfree − 1 tones are
transmitted at a frequency lower than the tone selected by the station itself.
Stations winning the last round take orderly the available RUs according to
the position of the tones transmitted in the last round (starting from the
lowest frequency).

Multi-Contention (MC) extension. In this case multiple allocations of RUs
are achieved by performing multiple parallel contention processes for each
RU. In other words, rather than using all the tones available for contention,
at the first contention round stations randomly select a RU and pick one
of the tones in the corresponding bandwidth. If the contention round is
successful, i.e., no other station picks a tone in the RU bandwidth at a lower
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Algorithm 3 Pseudo-code of the contention phase algorithm, ReCo for IEEE
802.11ax - MC ReCo

1: r = 0;
2: k = extract_random_number(1, RUfree, [ 1

RUfree
, 1

RUfree
, . . . , 1

RUfree
]);

3: dropout = FALSE
4: while (r < s)&(dropout == FALSE) do
5: r = r + 1;
6: y = extract_random_number(1, mr, q̄k

(r));
7: transmit_burst(r, fy,k);
8: if y > 1 then
9: lose = isbusy_channel(r, [f1,k, f2,k, . . . , fy−1,k]);

10: if lose then
11: k = rand_isfree_otherchannel(k);
12: if k == 0 then
13: dropout = TRUE
14: end if
15: end if
16: end if
17: end while

frequency, the station moves to the next contention round in the same RU.
Otherwise, rather than simply dropping out of the contention, the station
can move to another RU in which no tone has been detected. After the last
contention round, transmissions are finally attempted by the stations winning
the contention in each RU. In the listing of Alg. 3, along the functions and
variables described in Sec. 2.3, we rely on ad additional function:

• rand_isfree_otherchannel: generates integer samples uniformly dis-
tributed among the indexes of free RUs, i.e., in which no tone was de-
tected during the previous round. Returns 0 if there are no free RUs.

Fig. 2.12(b) depicts the MU frames resulting from the two proposed access
solutions. If we assume a number of contending stations higher than RUfree,
the probability of leaving an empty RU is very low. The collision probability
can be set at any desired level by configuring a suitable number of contention
rounds. Therefore, the proposed solution can be more effective than the
OBO scheme. However, differently from the frequency-domain contention
implemented in OBO, these schemes strongly rely on the channel sensing
capability of the stations. It is therefore necessary to add robustness to the
method, as we investigated in Sec. 2.12, where we defined a version of ReCo,
called ReCHo.
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2.10.1 Simulation Results

In order to compare the performance of the proposed ReCo variants with the
OBO protocol, we implemented a simplified MATLAB OFDMA model, in
which we completely abstracted the PHY into a number of available RUs (ne-
glecting all the issues related to channel propagation models, synchronization
errors, interference, imperfect channel sensing, etc., which we will analyze in
the next chapter). More into details, we considered a bandwidth of 80 MHz,
organized into 16 RUs and a single Spatial Stream, leading to an air bit rate
of 600.5 Mbps (≈ 37.5 Mbps per-channel). Assuming that usual settings for
SIFS = 16 µs and DIFS = 34 µs, for each uplink MU transmission the
overheads due to the inter-frame spaces and to the transmission of the trigger
frame and final acknowledgements correspond to 90 µs, while the overhead
due to each ReCo contention round is set to 12.8 µs, i.e., to the maximum
symbol duration. For the OBO protocol, the minimum contention window
is 16 and the maximum contention window is 1024.

The activity phase is run by assigning one RU to each winning station for
a time duration as specified in the Trigger frame (just as in IEEE 802.11ax).
The issue of assigning a specific RU to each winning station can be solved
analogously to OBO. In case of MC, k groups of contention tones are iden-
tified if k RU are opened up for contention. RU i is associated with group i,
i = 1, . . . , k. In case of MW, RU i is associated with the i-th ranked winning
station. We run simulations in different network scenarios as the number of
contending stations varies from 1 to 2000. We consider that the contention
process can be used either for directly transmitting data frames or for trans-
mitting the BSR control frames leading to channel reservations. In the first
case, all the contending stations work with greedy traffic sources and satu-
rated buffers; in the second case, after the transmission of a successful BSR
frame, stations leave the contention until they receive a number of reserved
transmission grants which varies uniformly from 1 to 10. Each transmis-
sion grant in one RU allows the transmission of a single frame, whose size is
set to a constant value of 1500 bytes. Tab. 2.6 summarizes the simulation
parameters and gives their numerical values.

Fig. 2.13 shows the normalized throughput achieved by OBO and by dif-
ferent versions of ReCo with 2 or 3 contention rounds in the two above
cases: direct transmission of data frames on the RUs left to random access
(NO BSR case) and usage of random access RUs for performing reservations
(BSR case). The number of tones is m = 64. All the considered access
mechanisms work on the whole set of 16 RUs. From the figures we can draw
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Table 2.6. Numerical values of parameters used in the simulation.

Wch Radio channel bandwidth 80 MHz
RUs Number of Resource Units 16
R Bit rate 600.5 Mbps
L MAC PDU payload 1500 bytes
Toh PHY/MAC overhead time 90 µs

plus inter-frame spacings
BSRv BSR value from 1 to 10
CWmin Minimum contention window 15
CWmax Maximum contention window 1023

s Number of rounds for ReCo 2 or 3
m Number of tones for ReCo 64

ReCo contention phase time s · 12.8 µs
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Figure 2.13. Performance comparison of different access schemes in
a OFDMA PHY with 16 RUs under direct frame transmissions (a) or
BSR reservations (b).

two interesting observations. First, ReCo with s = 3 rounds outperforms
OBO largely. For most values of n, also s = 2 contention rounds are enough
for ReCo to peforma much better than OBO. Second, the MW scheme is
better than the MC one when using BSR frames for reservations, while the
MC scheme outperforms the MW one in case of direct frame transmissions.
We justify these results by considering that the number of RUs available for
contention in each uplink MU transmission can be much lower than the total
number of RUs in case we use BSR frames for reservations. Indeed, in case
of high load conditions, most RUs are used for scheduling transmissions of
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previously reserved stations and only a few RUs (e.g. one or two) are free
for new reservations. If only few RUs are open for contention, running a
single contention over all tones to elect multiple winners is a better strategy
than having separate contention on each open RU, thus using a much smaller
number of tones. For example, with a single RU left to random access, it
is possible to minimize the collision probability by using the whole set m
of available tones between n contending stations rather than one sub-set of
m/16 tones between an average number of n/16 contending stations.

2.11 Impact of imperfect channel sensing
As seen so far, ReCo promises a low collision probability even for a large
number of competing stations and few rounds, provided that carrier sens-
ing works ideally. We explore here what happens when a more realistic
propagation model is employed and the physical carrier sensing is modelled
accounting for practical issues.

Imperfect tone detection can lead to non-uniform views of contention re-
sults among the stations. In general, either false positives and negatives are
possible. A false positive can be the result of a noise spike or impulsive
noise. False negative arise due to selective path loss, that kills some tones at
a station receiver. In case that the tone erased by the channel at station S
receiver is at a lower frequency than the tone selected by S, station S will
miss the inhibition signal and will mistakenly move to the next contention
round. the effects of these errors have been mentioned in the Sec 2.6.

Let us consider stations associated to an AP. For the association to be
successfully performed, the level of power that a station must receive from
the AP shall be greater than a prescribed threshold (the Carrier Detect
Threshold, CDT). When the AP (a station) is transmitting, the stations
(the AP) can sense a busy channel provided the signal level it receives is
bigger than the Defer Threshold (DT). This works since the typical setting
of the thresholds is such that DT ≤ CDT and we consider transmission over
the entire bandwidth (i.e., frequency-selective fading is not a concern). When
using sub-carrier signalling, frequency selective fading can harm reception.
Therefore, proper threshold setting is required.

Let Ptx be the transmission power level, Gd(x) the deterministic path
gain at distance x between the transmitter and the receiver, Gs the path
gain due to shadowing (obstacles), Gf (f) the path gain due to frequency
selective fading at frequency f . For the sake of a simple notation, we omit
the argument f whenever there is no ambiguity. The power level received
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for a given tone at frequency f0 transmitted by a device at distance x can be
modelled as Prx(x) = PtxGd(x)GsGf (f0).

In the following we assume that Gs is log-normal shadowing with unit
mean and standard deviation σS = 7 dB, accounting for obstacles, Gf is
frequency selective Rayleigh fading with mean 1, and Gd(x) follows a multi-
slope power law given by:

Gd(x) =
κ

(
d0
d

)α1
d0 ≤ d ≤ dc

κ
(
d0
dc

)α1 (dc
d

)α2
d ≥ dc

(2.16)

For the 5 GHz band of WiFi it is κ ≈ −47 dB. dc represents a cut-off
distance, where the power law exponent changes from α1 = 2 to a bigger
value α2. To model an indoor environment, we let dc = 5 m, α2 = 3.5 and
we consider an additional path loss of 3 dB for each crossed wall, assuming
there is one wall every 5 m. This is a simple model that aims at capturing
an office building or a block of apartment flats. As for outdoor models, we
let dc = 40 m and α2 = 4.

Stations that associates successfully with the AP must be able to detect
the carrier of the AP with a power level of at least CDT . Since detecting a
signalling tone requires the received power level to exceed the threshold Pth =
DT and DT is several dB below CDT , stations detect tones emitted by the
AP (and vice-versa) with very high reliability. Things are quite different as
regards the possibility that stations hear to one another during the contention
phase. With ReCo, contention depends critically on the fact that any station
can detect reliably the tones sent by other contending stations. However,
stations associated to a same AP can well be hidden to each other.

Fig. 2.14 plots the probability of missing a signalling tone as a function
of the AP coverage radius, obtained with the outdoor radio channel model
defined above. The power threshold is set to Pth = DT = −88 dBm, i.e.,
equal to the Defer Threshold DT . With this setting, the false detection
probability is negligible. The figure highlights that, if the threshold is set
so that false detection is essentially ruled out, then the probability that a
signalling tone might be missed is quite high, exceeding 0.1 for large coverage
areas.

In order to gain insight into the effect of imperfect channel sensing on
ReCo, we have implemented a MATLAB simulation, in which we can specify
a PHY model and a network topology between different nodes implementing
the ReCo access scheme. For sake of simplicity, let us consider the channel
access problem on a given RU, then using the version of ReCo described in
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Figure 2.14. Probability qm that a station misses a tone as a function of the
AP coverage radius R[m], under the constraint that the probability of false
detection of a tone be 10−6.

Table 2.7. Numerical values of parameters used in the simulation.

PN Noise floor power level −91 dBm
Wch Radio channel bandwidth 20 MHz
nsc Number of sub-carriers 52
DT Defer Threshold 2 · PN

CDT Carrier Detect Threshold −82 dBm
Ptx Transmission power level 20 dBm
σS Shadowing standard deviation 5 dB
dc Cut-off distance of the path loss 5 m, 40 m
α1 path loss exponent at distances d < dc 2
α2 path loss exponent at distances d > dc 3.5, 4
Aw path loss of a wall 3 dB
R Radius of the WLAN area

sec. 2.3, with a bandwidth of 20 MHz. Our reference topology is given by
an AP located at (x0, y0) = (0,0) and n stations uniformly scattered around
the AP, within a maximum distance R from the AP. Tab. 2.7 summarizes
the simulation parameters and gives their numerical values.

A station receiving an average power level less than the Carrier Detect
Threshold (CDT ) from the AP is considered to be in outage and excluded
from the WLAN (in other words, it cannot associate with the AP). The
CDT is set to −82 dBm for a bandwidth of 20 MHz. Although all associated
stations are in the AP range, some stations can be hidden to each other, thus
missing each other signalling tones, as discussed at the end of the previous
Section.
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One important parameter for assessing the performance of the scheme is
the number of stations surviving at each contention round, i.e., the number of
stations transmitting a tone at the lowest frequency or missing the detection
of a tone transmitted at a frequency lower than the one the station has
chosen. In case of ideal channel sensing, it is very easy to find such a number
of surviving stations. Let n be the number of backlogged contending stations
at the beginning of the contention phase, s be the number of rounds andm be
the number of frequencies. Let qi denote the probability that a station picks
the i-th frequency, i = 1, . . . ,m. Let also Gi = ∑m

j=i qj be the corresponding
Complementary Cumulative Distribution Function (CCDF). The probability
Pk,h that h stations survive after a single contention round, given that k
stations are contending at the beginning of that round, is

Pk,h =
m−1∑
i=1

k
h

qhi Gk−h
i+1 , h = 1, . . . , k − 1 (2.17)

This result holds under the assumption of perfect channel sensing, i.e., all
stations can detect the tone signalled by any other station and no station
makes a false detection.

We can find the number of surviving stations after multiple rounds by
defining the n×n matrix P, whose k-th row entries are Pk,h, for h = 1, . . . , k,
and 0 for h = k + 1, . . . , n (k = 1, . . . , n). If we denote with x(t) the
probability vector at time t, whose i-th component (i = 1, . . . n) represents
the probability to have i surviving stations, the vector evolution at time t+1
can be obtained as x(t)P . Therefore, the number of stations that survive
through s contention rounds (winning stations) is x(s) = x(0)Ps, being
x(0) = [0, 0, . . . 1].

Fig. 2.15 shows the probability distribution of the number of stations
surviving one contention round for m = 11 signalling tones in a bandwidth
of 20 MHz, the same value used in the testbed experiments. Square markers
correspond to simulation results (including the 95% confidence intervals),
while the dashed red line is the theoretical probability distribution derived
above. We consider two scenarios, both based on the indoor radio channel
model: a small WLAN with n = 5 stations (Fig. 2.15(a)) and a crowded
WLAN with n = 50 stations (Fig. 2.15(b)). In all simulations we set Pth =
DT , so that false detection has a negligible probability.

It is apparent that the analytical model matches the outcome of the simu-
lations in spite of the radio channel impairments accounted for by the simu-
lation model. In no one of the considered scenarios does the event ‘surviving
stations = 0’ occur. All stations dropping out could occur in case a station
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Figure 2.15. Probability distribution of the number of stations winning a
single contention round (square marks: simulations, with 95% confidence
intervals; dashed line: analytical model). The maximum distance of a station
from the AP is R = 20 m, m = 11. (a) n = 5 stations; (b) n = 50 stations.

mistook a spike of noise and/or self-interference for a busy tone. With the
set threshold Pth = DT , this event is essentially ruled out.

While the first round of the access contention is not affected sensitively by
physical layer impairments, the collision probability is definitely affected by
the stochastic propagation channel. In ideal sensing conditions, the collision
probability pc can be expressed as the probability that the number of sur-
viving stations after s rounds is higher than 1, and therefore it can be easily
obtained from x(s). the collision probability pc is bounded in Eq. 2.3, hence
it decays exponentially with s, for a given m.

Fig. 2.16 shows the collision probability as a function of the number s of
contention rounds for m = 8 and for indoor WLAN models with n = 20
stations, scattered within a distance R = 15 m (Fig. 2.16(a)) and R = 20 m
(Fig. 2.16(b)) from the AP, and for relatively large outdoor WLAN models
with n = 100 stations, scattered within a distance R = 100 m (Fig. 2.16(c))
and R = 200 m (Fig. 2.16(d)) from the AP.

The solid line represents the analytical model results that assume ideal
channel sensing. The square markers (with 95% confidence intervals) rep-
resent the outcome of simulations of ReCo. The probability that a couple
of stations be hidden to each other (i.e., the average power level received
when one transmits and the other receives be less than DT ) is annotated
on each graph and marked by a horizontal dashed line. It is apparent that
the analytical model predicts the collision probability correctly both with
few and many stations, up to the point where the collision probability level
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Figure 2.16. ReCo collision probability as a function of the number of
contention rounds s for m = 8. Top plots refer to an indoor channel
with n = 20 stations. Bottom plots refer to an outdoor channel with
n = 100 stations. The dashed line represents the probability that two
stations picked at random are hidden to each other.

falls below the probability of having hidden stations. Below that level, the
analytical model is optimistic. The actual level of collision probability ex-
hibits a floor, due to false negatives, i.e., to stations missing the busy tones of
other stations hidden to them. The strong degradation of ReCo performance
under imperfect channel sensing could be somewhat mitigated by trying to
adjust the threshold Pth, even if this comes at the cost of having to fine tune
a network access parameter for each given AP configuration.

2.12 Echo mechanism and ReCHo
In the previous section, we observed that ReCo performance can be degraded
in presence of imperfect channel sensing. For infrastructure networks, we can
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Figure 2.17. ReCHo collision probability obtained in the same cases of
Fig. 2.16, but with the tone-echo mechanism activated at the AP

exploit the role of the AP to improve the robustness of the access procedure
with respect to collisions. The key idea is to have the AP re-transmit the least
frequency tone among those transmitted by the stations, in order to increase
the detection range of tones. The duration of the contention phase must be
extended to make room for the extra-signalling of the AP. Specifically, we
enlarge the contention phase to 2s mini-slots in case of s contention rounds.
One contention round consists of two adjacent mini-slots. In the first one,
stations (possibly including the AP) choose a random tone among the m
possible tones and transmit it. In the immediately following mini-slot of the
same round, stations remain silent and the AP transmits a tone on the lowest
frequency it has received in the first mini-slot of the contention round. In
other words, the AP echoes the least tone it has heard during the first part
of the round. For this reason, this new access scheme is dubbed ReCHo.

Since sensing is reliable when involving the AP (i.e., stations sensing the
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channel when the AP is transmitting or vice-versa), we expect that the AP
will detect the tones transmitted by the stations reliably during the first half
of the contention round and, conversely, stations will detect the tone echoed
by the AP reliably during the second part of the contention round.

Note that, if uplink and downlink transmissions are managed according to
time duplexing, as envisaged in IEEE 802.11ax with trigger frames, during
the uplink phase only stations send tones in the first mini-slot of a contention
round and only the AP echoes the lowest tone in the second part of the
round. Thus, in these cases, it is not even required that stations perform
tone reception at the same time as they are transmitting their own tone.

Fig. 2.17 shows the collision probability obtained in the same cases of
Fig. 2.16, but with the tone-echo mechanism activated at the AP. It appears
that tone echoing removes most of the fading effect. Still, for low levels of
the collision probability (around 10−3 or lower), the performance obtained
with the simulations are somewhat worse than those predicted according to
the analytical model that assumes perfect Clear Channel Assessment(CCA)
operations.

2.12.1 ReCHo performance applied to 802.11ax
In order to compare the performance of the proposed ReCo variants with
the OBO protocol, we extended the MATLAB simulator used for the as-
sessment of the impact of imperfect channel sensing with a complete MAC
layer. ReCHo planned that the AP retransmit the least frequent tone among
those transmitted by the stations. To apply ReCHo to MU transmissions
provided by the emerging IEEE 802.11ax standard, a slight modification is
required. The AP retransmit the highest tone among the lowest RUfree tones
in case of Multi-Winner and retransmit many tones, the lowests in the RUfree
contentions, in case of Multi-Contention.

We consider almost the same parameters used in Subsec. 2.10.1 (so, the
same parameters of tab. 2.6), with some differences, we report them all for
simplicity. Bandwidth of 80 MHz, organized into 16 RUs and a single spatial
stream (8 RUs free for contention and 8 RUs perpetually busy), bit rate of
600.5 Mbps (≈ 37.5 Mbps per-channel), SIFS = 16 µs, DIFS = 34 µs,
payload of 1500 bytes, overhead due to the inter-frame spaces and to the
transmission of the trigger frame and final acknowledgements are to 90 µs,
overhead due to each contention round is set to 12.8 µs. For the OBO
protocol, the minimum contention window is 16 and the maximum contention
window is 1024. We also consider in the simulation both the MW and MC
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Figure 2.18. Performance comparison of different access schemes in
case multi contention and multi winner when BSR is disabled (a)(b)
or BSR is enabled (c)(d).

schemes for contending on multiple RUs. We run simulations in different load
conditions, varying the number of contending stations from 5 to 110. We
perform simulations with and without the BSR control frames. BSR buffer
frame varies uniformly from 1 to 6. Moreover, we consider two scenarios: i)
hidden nodes, where the stations are scattered over a circular ring around
the AP, between a distance of 10 m and 20 m from the AP; ii) no hidden
nodes, where nodes are scattered over a circle of radius 5 m centered at the
AP.

Fig. 2.18 shows the normalized throughput achieved by OBO and by dif-
ferent versions of tone-based contention schemes (MC and MW), for m = 64
and s = 3. With no hidden nodes (black curves), ReCo achieves a significant
performance improvement in comparison to OBO, thanks to the capability of
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supporting a higher channel efficiency (i.e. avoiding wastes of RUs). When a
channel model incorporating hidden nodes is used, throughput performance
degrade as indicated by the red curves. However, the performance are still
higher than the ones perceived by OBO. If the tone-based contention is ex-
tended with the echo mechanism proposed in ReCHo, despite of the increased
contention overhead, the overall throughput gets close to the ideal channel
results, as indicated by the blue curves. Also in presence of BSR reservations
for multiple transmissions, the ReCHO scheme outperforms OBO. However,
the performance difference between the scenarios with and without hidden
nodes is reduced, because the utilisation of BSR frames reduces the number
RUs left open for random contentions.
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Chapter 3

Long Range Technology

3.1 Introduction

LoRa provides different possibilities to orthogonalize transmissions as much
as possible – Carrier Frequency (CF), Spreading Factor (SF), Bandwidth
(BW), Coding Rate (CR) – and provides simultaneous collision free com-
munications. However, despite the robustness of the LoRa PHY1 patented
by Semtech, in WAN scenarios where multiple gateways can be installed,
the scalability of this technology is still under investigation [38]. Current
studies are mostly based on the assumption that using multiple transmis-
sion channels and spreading factors leads to a system that can be considered
as the simple super-position of independent (single channel, single SF) sub-
systems [39]. This is actually a strong simplification, especially because the
SFs adopted by LoRa are pseudo-orthogonal [40] and therefore, in near-far
conditions, collisions can prevent the correct reception of the overlapping
transmissions using different SFs.

For characterizing these phenomena, in this Chapter we provide two main
contributions: a link-level characterization of LoRa modulation and then,
exploiting such link-level properties, we provide a complete cell model study
of multi-link LoRa systems. Regarding the first aspect, we characterize LoRa
modulation experimentally, showing that collisions between packets of differ-
ent SFs can indeed cause packet loss. We modified the software transceiver

1Semtech. LoRa Modulation Basics. AN1200.22, Revision 2, May 2015.
https://www.semtech.com/images/datasheet/an1200.22.pdf
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presented in [41] to generate synthesized LoRa modulated packets and trans-
mit them through the well-known USRP software-defined-radio (SDR) plat-
form. This transceiver is used to emulate, in a controlled and repeatable
manner, collisions produced by different devices: the modulated LoRa sig-
nals are first generated in software, then summed together (with tunable
power level difference) to replicate a given super-position of LoRa signals
and finally the obtained combined radio signal is transmitted over the air.
We use this traffic generator to experimentally characterize the performance
of a commercial LoRa device, under intra-SF and inter-SF collisions caused
by multiple simultaneously active LoRa links. We quantify the power differ-
ence for which capture effects and packet loss occur, for all combinations of
SFs. Our experimental results show that the co-channel rejection thresholds
are on average an order of magnitude higher than the theoretical ones pre-
sented in [42], with values as high as -8 dB. These poor co-channel rejection
thresholds might be insufficient in common LoRa application scenarios (the
received power of two radio signals can easily differ by tens of dB), thus con-
tradicting the common belief that pseudo-orthogonal SFs can be considered
as orthogonal in practice.

The second main contribution of this Chapter regards the capacity analysis
of a LoRa cell under realistic link behaviors: we propose a simple yet accurate
analytical framework to model the performance of LoRa cells, deriving the
aggregated capacity and data extraction rate of a LoRa cell working on a
single frequency with one or multiple gateways. The framework has been
built as a generalization of the Aloha model (the channel access protocol
used in LoRa), by taking into account the heterogeneous probabilities of
intra-SF and inter-SF collisions, due to the specific position of the target
ED (which translates in a specific received power at the gateway). The
models provide excellent results, closely following the simulations obtained
with LoRaSim [38] and with our own custom Matlab simulator. Our analysis
demonstrates that capture effects and imperfect orthogonality of SFs can
significantly affect the cell capacity. In particular, we show that more robust
SFs, usually envisioned for EDs experiencing strong channel attenuations,
can be severely affected by inter-SF interference and therefore, their usage
could consume a large fraction of cell resources without real benefits. Also, we
show that power control and packet fragmentation can be counterproductive.
Finally, we quantify the performance increase obtained by deploying multiple
gateways and we show that it might be best to deploy them at the edge of
the cell more than on a regular grid.
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The rest of the Chapter is organized as follows. After a brief review of
literature work about LoRa in §3.2, we provide a background description of
LoRa modulation and a characterization of link-level performance in §3.3.
The analysis of cell capacity is presented in §3.4, while in §3.5 we extend
our model in case of non-uniform allocation of SFs, power control and packet
fragmentation. Finally, we analyze the capacity improvements achievable
with multiple gateways and the performance impact of topology in §3.6.

3.2 Related Work
Since LoRa is a fairly new technology, relatively few works exist in the lit-
erature. Link-level studies are mainly based on the experimental charac-
terization of the coverage and on the rejection of interference properties of
Semtech’s patented LoRa PHY [43]. The paper in [42] quantifies the Signal-
to-Interference-Ratio (SIR) power thresholds needed to reject interference
caused by LoRa signals modulated with different SFs. However, the pre-
sented theoretical results are very different from our experimental ones. In
[40], the performance of LoRa is compared to ultra-narrowband technolo-
gies (such as Sigfox), where it is shown that ultra-narrowband has a greater
coverage although LoRa networks are less sensitive to interference.

Studies at the cell level are based on the characterization of the link be-
havior. In [38], after demonstrating the capture phenomena between LoRa
frames, authors quantify the capacity of a cell in simulation2. The simulator
assumes that a 6 dB power ratio between the collision packets is needed for
channel captures and that different SFs can be considered completely orthog-
onal [39]. This last hypothesis is a strong simplification, since LoRa SFs are
pseudo-orthogonal [40] and inter-SF collisions can appear in near-far scenar-
ios. In [44], the authors propose a solution to improve LoRa performance in
high density scenario, but the details of the model used are not provided.

Capture effects can significantly increase the performance of wireless sys-
tems, because the strongest received signal might be correctly demodulated
even in case of collision. Several approaches to model this phenomenon have
been presented estimating interference power, collision times, channel fading,
etc. Given the number of interfering frames and their power, it is possible to
estimate channel captures when the SIR is greater than the capture threshold
[45]. Alternatively, the highest possible interference level can be mapped to

2http://www.lancaster.ac.uk/scc/sites/lora/
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a vulnerability range from which interfering signals do not affect packet re-
ception [46]. Despite the simplicity this approach, this model provides good
results in network with stable conditions. Thus, in this chapter we generalize
the concept of vulnerability in both intra-SF and inter-SF collisions.

3.3 Dissecting LoRa
In this section, we provide a characterization of LoRa link-level performance
which will then be exploited in the next sections to develop our cell-level
model of LoRa systems.

3.3.1 Modulation and Demodulation
LoRa modulation is derived from Chirp Spread Spectrum (CSS), which makes
use of chirp signals, i.e. frequency-modulated signals obtained when the
modulating signal varies linearly in the range [f0, f1] (upchirp) or [f1, f0]
(downchirp) in a symbol time T . Binary modulations, mapping 0/1 informa-
tion bits in upchirps/downchirps, have been demonstrated to be very robust
against in-band or out-band interference3. LoRa employs a M-ary modula-
tion scheme based on chirps, in which symbols are obtained by considering
different circular shifts of the basic upchirp signal. The temporal shifts,
characterizing each symbol, are slotted into multiples of time Tchip = 1/BW ,
called chip, being BW = f1− f0 the bandwidth of the signal. It results that
the modulating signal for a generic n-th LoRa symbol can be expressed as:

f(t) =
f1 + k(t− n · Tchip) for 0 6 t 6 n · Tchip
f0 + k(t− n · Tchip) for n · Tchip < t 6 T

where k = (f1 − f0)/T is the slope of the frequency variations. The total
number of symbols (coding i information bits) is chosen equal to 2i, where i
is called spreading factor. The symbol duration T required for representing
any possible shift is

T = 2i · Tchip = 2i
BW

(3.1)

It follows that, for a fixed bandwidth, the symbol period and the temporal
occupancy of the signal increase with larger SFs. Fig. 3.1 shows the mod-

3Semtech. LoRa Modulation Basics. AN1200.22, Revision 2, May 2015.
https://www.semtech.com/images/datasheet/an1200.22.pdf
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Figure 3.1. Modulating signal with SF = 9 for one basic upchirp and three
symbols: 128, 256 and 384.

ulating signal used for a basic upchirp and three examples of circular shifts
obtained for a SF equal to 9: the symbol time is 512 Tchip, while the three
exemplary shifts code the symbols 128, 256 and 384.

The preamble of any LoRa frame is obtained by sending a sequence of
at least eight upchirps followed by two coded upchirps, used for network
identification (sync word), and two and a quarter base downchirps. Payload
data are then sent by using the M-ary modulation symbols. LoRa provides
three BW settings (125, 250 or 500 kHz) and seven different SF values (from
6 to 12). In general, a larger bandwidth translates in a data rate increase
and a receiver sensitivity deterioration. Conversely, higher spreading factors
can be used for improving the link robustness at the cost of a lower data rate.
For demodulation, the received LoRa signal is synchronously multiplied to
the base downchirp. This results in a signal comprising only two frequencies:
fn = −kn · Tchip and fn − BW = −(f1 − f0) − kn · Tchip. Both frequencies
will be aliased to the same frequency fn by downsampling at the rate BW .
The estimated symbol index n̂ corresponds to the position of the peak at the
output of an iFFT, as described in [42].

An interesting feature of LoRa modulation is the orthogonality of signals
modulated under different spreading factors, which can be exploited for en-
abling multiple concurrent transmissions. Although perfect orthogonality is
guaranteed only in case of exact synchronization of the transmitters, the
cross-energy between two signals modulated with different spreading factors
is almost zero, regardless of the starting of the symbol times. Then the
cross-energy is not exactly equal to zero although it reaches very low values.
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Figure 3.2. An example of capture effect within signals modulated with same
SF 8. A LoRa reference symbol (a) and two partially overlapping interfer-
ing symbols (b) are received at different SIR levels. The iFFT output after
multiplication with the base SF 8 downchirp and downsampling shows the
highest peak for the perfectly synchronized reference symbol and two lower
peaks for the partially overlapping symbols (c) but a SIR of -3 dB is enough
to overcome the reference signal (d).

In general, considering two LoRa signals modulated with different spreading
factors, say s1 and s2, the cross-energy between them is not equal to zero:

Es1,s2(τ) =
∫ T

0
s1(t) · s2(t− τ)∗dt ' 0 (3.2)

where T is the symbol period of the signal with the highest spreading factor.
In case of collisions with other LoRa symbols, we can distinguish two dif-

ferent scenarios, depending on the interfering spreading factor SFint. First,
if the SFint is the same as the one the receiver is listening for, the above
receiver will observe multiple peaks at the output of the iFFT. Indeed, as-
suming that the two transmissions are received at the same power and that
the reference signal is perfectly synchronized with the receiver, the iFFT will
show a maximum peak corresponding to the reference symbol and two smaller
peaks corresponding to two partially overlapping interference symbols, with
different height depending on the transmitted symbols and on the offset with
the receiver. For example, Fig. 3.2 shows two signals modulated with same
SF 8 and bandwidth 500 kHz: the reference symbol (Fig. 3.2(a)) and two
partially overlapping interfering symbols (Fig. 3.2(b)). As depicted in Fig.
3.2(c), when the signals are received with the same power, the iFFT out-
put after multiplication with the base downchirp and downsampling, shows
the highest peak for the synchronized reference symbol (index n̂ = 64) and
two lower peaks for the partially overlapping symbols (index n̂1 = 96 and
n̂2 = 192, with shift of 0.2T – i.e. 51.2). However, a Signal to Interference
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Figure 3.3. An example of collision between signals modulated with dif-
ferent SF. A LoRa symbol modulated with SF equal to 9 (a) and two
overlapping and circularly shifted interfering symbols with SF 8 (b) are
simultaneously received at different SIR levels. The iFFT output after
multiplication with the base SF 9 downchirp and downsampling shows a
clear peak when the two signals have the same power (c) while this is not
the case when the SIR is too low (d).

Ratio (SIR) of -3dB is enough for the interfering signal to overcome the refer-
ence signal and “capture” the channel (Fig. 3.2(d)). This means that LoRa
exhibits a very high capture probability within the same SF.

Second, when the SFint is different from the one the receiver is interested
in, after multiplication with the base downchirp and downsampling, the in-
terfering signal will still be a chirped waveform, resulting in a wide-band
spectrum with low spectral density. An example is illustrated in Fig. 3.3,
where one signal modulated with SF equal to 9 (Fig. 3.3(a)) is overlapped
to two symbols modulated with SF 8 (Fig. 3.3(b)), circularly shifted to de-
synchronize them with the reference symbol (the dotted lines represent the
boundaries of the symbols). At the receiver, when the two signals are re-
ceived with same power, the iFFT output after multiplication with the base
SF 9 downchirp and downsampling shows a clear peak corresponding to the
reference SF 9 symbol index n̂ = 128 (Fig. 3.3(c)), while this is not the case
when the SIR is too low because of the non perfect SF orthogonality (Fig.
3.3(d)). In this scenario, the co-channel rejection is much higher (≈ −20dB
in the figure).

3.3.2 PHY Coding
Up to now, we have neglected the impact of bit coding schemes. Indeed, the
patented LoRa PHY includes several mechanisms to make the system more
robust to interference. After transmitting the preamble, both header and
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payload bits of LoRa frames are mapped to symbols by a pipeline of pro-
cessing operations, which include: Hamming coding4, whitening, shuffling
& interleaving, and gray coding. These operations have been specifically
designed for increasing robustness towards synchronization errors or narrow-
band interference, which can be a serious issue for CSS-based modulations.
In fact, in case of synchronization errors or narrowband interference, the
receiver described in the previous section will most probably mistake the
transmitted symbol, mapped to frequency fn after the iFFT, for one of the
immediately adjacent symbols. Since gray coding ensures that adjacent sym-
bols are mapped to bit patterns differing in one position only, the receiver is
able to identify the less reliable bits (at most two bits) of each received sym-
bol. The purpose of the LoRa interleaver is spreading unreliable bits among
several codewords, thus enabling even the 4/5 Hamming code (consisting in
a simple parity check) in exhibiting a significant channel coding gain.

In order to understand if Gray coding has an impact also on inter-SF inter-
ference, we tried to characterize the distance between the transmitted symbol
and the decoded one in presence of inter-SF collisions. To this purpose, we
use our MATLAB implementation with Gray encoding and quantified such
distance in our simulation. For example, Fig. 3.4 shows the histogram of the
Hamming distance of the decoded symbol from the transmitted one, when
a LoRa transmission at SF equal to 12 (with Gray encoding enabled) is in-
terfered by another transmission with SF equal to 8 and SIR=-24dB. From
the figure it is clear that the error distance probability approximates a Bi-
nomial distribution (and is not concentrated around the adjacent symbol).
Thus, LoRa PHY coding mechanisms can mitigate synchronization errors
but cannot protect from collisions.

3.3.3 Imperfect Orthogonality Quantify

To quantify the co-channel rejection, including the impact of PHY coding, we
implemented a LoRa modulator and demodulator in MATLAB, based on [42]
and [47]. We performed a number of simulations for testing the reception of
two overlapping transmissions modulated with different SFs, after Hamming
coding at rate 4/7, interleaving and Gray encoding. Our goal is identifying a
SIR threshold below which the demodulation of the received frame is affected

4The Hamming codes used in LoRa have a coding rate between 4/5 and 4/8, and can
reveal or correct at most one error on the AWGN channel.
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Figure 3.4. Histogram of the error distance when a LoRa transmission at
SF = 12 (with Gray encoding enabled) is interfered by another transmission
with different SF = 8 at SIR=-24dB.

by errors. In each simulation run, we created an overlapped signal by sum-
ming the reference frame, modulated with a reference spreading factor SFref ,
with a number of random interfering symbols, modulated with a different
spreading factor SFint (with an equivalent time on air). We assumed the
transmitter to be perfectly synchronized with the receiver, while the inter-
ference frame is randomly shifted in time for de-synchronizing the interfering
symbols. The number of interfering symbols for each reference symbol can be
calculated as Nint = 2SFref−SFint. The amplitude Aref of the reference signal
is set to one, whereas the amplitude Aint of the interferer is a tunable value
depending on the SIR, i.e. Aint =

√
10−SIR/10 ·Aref . The resulting combined

signal has been then processed by the MATLAB demodulator, in absence
of noise on the channel. For each simulation run, we randomly generated
interfered packets until the occurrence of 100 total error events. Packets are
transmitted with SFref and include 20 Bytes of data and a zero padding up
to an integer number of interleaving blocks. This signal is interfered by a
random LoRa-like signal modulated with SFint, with a random time-offset
and a SIR increasing from -30dB with 1dB steps. A Bit Error Rate (BER)
statistic has then been obtained by comparing the demodulated bits with the
modulated ones.

Table 3.1 summarizes the SIR thresholds leading to a BER of approx-
imately 1%. In the table, we also consider the case when the interfering
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Table 3.1. SIR thresholds in MATLAB simulations.
HHH

HHHHSFref

SFint 7 8 9 10 11 12

7 0 -11 -13 -14 -14 -14
8 -13 0 -14 -16 -17 -17
9 -17 -16 0 -17 -19 -20
10 -19 -19 -19 0 -20 -22
11 -22 -22 -22 -22 0 -23
12 -24 -24 -25 -25 -25 0

signal has the same SF of the reference signal. As also documented in the
Semtech specifications, LoRa modulations achieve a very high probability of
capture effects even with low SIR values (0dB for the different SFs in our
simulations, versus 6dB specified by Semtech).

For validating the thresholds found with the MATLAB simulator, we per-
formed a number of experiments on real LoRa links. To this purpose, we
used a Semtech SX1272 transceiver, controlled by an Arduino Yun, for char-
acterizing the behavior of a commercial receiver in presence of collisions. We
implemented a LoRa synthesizer able to encode, modulate and generate the
I/Q samples of a real LoRa packet, which can be easily transmitted over the
air with a USRP B210 board through GNU radio. With this LoRa synthe-
sizer, we generated two traces (one for the interferer and one for the reference
LoRa link) for each combination of SFs, composed of a stream of 20 byte-
long packets (for the reference SF) and adjusting the payload length of the
interfering SF to match the length of the reference signals. The offset of each
interfering packet, overlapped in time to the packets of the reference link,
has been randomly selected within a window which guarantees that the two
packets collide for at least one symbol. We filled the payload of all frames
with randomly generated bytes, except for the two bytes that specify the
destination address and the payload length. In particular, we assigned the
destination address of the SX1272 receiver only to the packets of the reference
link. This allows the receiver to discard the interfering packets when they
are modulated with the same SF of the reference ones. Finally, we scaled the
amplitude of the interfering packet stream to achieve the desired SIR and
added it to the reference stream. For each couple of SFref and SFint, the
resulting combined stream was transmitted through the USRP towards the
SX1272, thus emulating the traffic generated by two different transmitters.

The results of the experiments are summarized in table 3.2, for a subset
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Table 3.2. SIR thresholds with SX1272 transceiver.
H
HHH

HHHSFref

SFint 7 8 9 10 11 12

7 1 -8 -9 -9 -9 -9
8 -11 1 -11 -12 -13 -13
9 -15 -13 1 -13 -14 -15
10 -19 -18 -17 1 -17 -18
11 -22 -22 -21 -20 1 -20
12 -25 -25 -25 -24 -23 1

of reference and interfering SF combinations. The table shows that the SIR
thresholds for correct demodulation are similar to the ones obtained in MAT-
LAB simulations and very different (over 10 dB – an orders of magnitude)
lower than the ones in [42], with values as low as -8 dB. In table 1 of [42], the
lower triangular part follows the law 10 · log10(2SFref ), i.e. the SIR thresholds
are equal to the spreading gain of a matched filter receiver over an AWGN
channel. However, this result is unrealistic, because the receiver does not
work by comparing the mean squares of the signals and the interfering signal
is not a white process. Such power difference between two radio signals can
easily appear in common LoRa application scenarios, thus contradicting the
common belief that different SFs can be considered as orthogonal in practice.

3.4 LoRa Single Gateway
The brief description of the LoRa PHY presented in section 3.3 enlightens
two important aspects that have to be considered for studying the real ca-
pacity of LoRa cells: i) the possibility of correctly receiving a packet, in
case of collision with other packets modulated with the same SF; ii) the pos-
sibility that multiple SFs are not exactly orthogonal and therefore do not
work as independent multiple channels. In this section we show that both
these aspects have a strong effect on the uplink cell capacity, because of the
simple access scheme used in LoRa, which is basically a non-slotted Aloha
mechanism (without carrier sense). We derive some simple expressions for
predicting LoRa uplink capacity in presence of a single gateway, in terms of
average throughput, by generalizing the classical Aloha results in presence
of channel captures and imperfect orthogonality between SFs. We also com-
pare our capacity models with simulation results obtained by using a custom
Matlab simulator, which we also validated against the LoRaSim simulator
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Table 3.3. Numerical values of simulation parameters.

Carrier Frequency 868.0 MHz
Transmission Power 14 dBm
Bandwidth 500 kHz
Code Rate 4/5
Message size 20 Bytes
Message Period 90000 ms
Number of EDs [50-2000]
Path loss attenuation exponent 4
Simulation time 9000 s

used by the authors of [38] (which we warmly thank for publishing the source
code). Unless specified otherwise, the parameters used for configuring the
reference LoRa cell are summarized in table 3.3.

3.4.1 Ideal Cell Capacity
LoRa cells work as non-slotted Aloha systems. Under Poisson packet arrivals,
the throughput of an ideal non-slotted Aloha cell is G · e−2G, being G the
normalized load offered in the cell, i.e. the amount of data transmitted in the
unit time by the EDs over nominal channel capacity. The Data Extraction
Rate (DER), i.e. the probability of correctly receiving a packet transmission
– a typical parameter for characterizing LoRa systems–, is given by e−2G. In
ideal conditions, since different SFs are available, the system works as the
super-position of multiple coexisting (but independent) Aloha systems, each
one experiencing the load due to the EDs employing a given SF equal to i
(with i ∈ {7, 12}).

Let Gi = λi ·ToAi be the load offered in the cell sub-system working with
SF i, which depends on the packet arrival rate λi and packet transmission
time ToAi (also called Time on Air or airtime). The ToAi values change
significantly from one SF to another. Indeed, the time interval required
for transmitting a packet is given by the sum of the preamble time, which
lasts nph symbol times T , and the payload transmission time. Since each
symbol codes i bits and a channel coding with rate CR = 4/(4 + RDD) is
applied (with redundancy bits RDD = 1, ..., 4), the time ToAi required for
transmitting a frame long P bytes with SF i can be expressed as (nph+dP ·8i·4 e·
(4+RDD)) ·T . Thus, the total uplink capacity results equal to ∑12

i=7Gie
−2Gi

and can be dramatically reduced (down to zero) as the loads Gi increase (up
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Figure 3.5. Traffic competing with receivers placed in the circular ring be-
tween r and r + dr (dark gray area): distribution of intra-SF (left cell) and
inter-SF (right cell) competing load.

to infinity).
Obviously, in a real cell the number ni of EDs working on a given SF i is

generally high but finite, and λi can be evaluated as ni · s, being s the source
rate of each ED (which we assume to be constant for all devices). In absence
of capture effects and inter-SF interference, the cell capacity is affected solely
by the number of EDs configured on each SF, but it does not depend on the
spatial distribution of the EDs within the cell (provided that all EDs are in
the coverage range of the gateway).

3.4.2 Channel Captures

Consider first the case when collisions are only due to frames using the same
SF (i.e. different SFs are perfectly orthogonal) and the spatial distribution
of the devices is uniform in the whole cell area. As discussed in §3.3, LoRa
modulation is very robust to interfering signals, and therefore it is very likely
that the frames colliding at a given gateway result in the correct reception
of the strongest one. For quantifying the performance improvements due to
these events, we assume that in most practical cases a target ED can be inter-
fered by a single colliding signal at a time. As we will show, this assumption
is reasonable when the cell works in stable, non-congested conditions.

Capture effects have been observed when the reception power of the col-
liding signal is sufficiently lower than the power of the target ED (i.e. the
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SIR of the target ED in dB is higher than a positive threshold, which we ex-
perimentally found equal to 1 dB, as shown in table 3.2). For a transmitter
located at distance r from the gateway, neglecting the effect of random fading
and assuming uniform transmission power among EDs and an attenuation
law of type r−η, this capture condition can be mapped into the placement
of the interfering ED in a circular ring delimited by a distance αr, with
α = 10SIR/10η > 1, and the cell radius R. An exemplary representation of
this area in which the interfering ED does not prevent the reception of the
target ED is shown in the left-most cell of Fig. 3.5 in white. Obviously, when
αr is higher than R, such a region does not exist, because the transmitter is
too far from the gateway and captures cannot occur. It follows that a target
ED employing a given SF i is actually competing with a fraction of the total
load Gi, which corresponds to the ratio between the area of the circle of ra-
dius min(αr,R) and the total area of the cell. The smaller the α coefficient,
the smaller the real competing load is. Note that in case of severe attenua-
tion, higher values of η translate to lower values of α and higher chances of
channel captures. Without loss of generality, in our numerical experiments
we use η = 4.

To model the performance of LoRa in presence of channel captures, we ex-
tend the basic non-slotted Aloha model exploiting the above considerations:
assuming for simplicity that all frames have fixed size with transmission time
ToAi, the throughput Sc(Gi) in presence of captures obtained using SF i can
be quantified by considering that the load offered in the circular ring between
distance r and r+ dr will compete with the fraction min(α2 · r2/R2, 1) of Gi:

Sc(Gi) = 2π
∫ R

0
δie
−2 min(α

2r2
R2 ,1)·Gir · dr (3.3)

where δi = Gi/(πR2) is the density of load offered to SF i. It results:

Sc(Gi) = 1
2α2

(
1− e−2·Gi

)
+Gi

(
1− 1

α2

)
e−2·Gi

and the DER can then be obtained as Sc(Gi)/Gi.
In the previous derivation, we generically refer to a uniform load density

δi, while in real cells we have a finite number ni of EDs usually placed at
fixed positions. However, we can generally consider that ni is sufficiently
high and the throughput derivation can refer to the average results obtained
in different realizations of node placements.

Fig. 3.6-a shows the throughput curves obtained by equation 3.3 as a
function of the offered load Gi, for several SIR values (i.e. α values). In the
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Figure 3.6. Impact of single packet interference approximation on through-
put with channel captures: theoretical model (lines) and simulation results
including multiple packet interference (markers).

figure, the lines correspond to the analytical model (theoretical results), while
the marker points represent the simulation results obtained with our Matlab
simulator, in a simulation run of 9000 seconds. For deriving the average
throughput results in simulation, we varied the offered load by adjusting the
source rate of 1000 EDs and we randomly generated the position of each ED
at each transmission attempt. The figure clearly shows that capture effects
can significantly increase the maximum Aloha efficiency (up to about 300%
for a capture SIR of 1dB when the offered load Gi is 1). Note that, our
model works well in non-congested operating scenarios (Gi < 1), while it
diverges from simulations in highly congested conditions, in which collisions
involve multiple transmitted frames. Indeed, the asymptotic capacity of real
systems tends to zero with the increase of the traffic load, while the model
asymptotic value is different from zero (namely, it is equal to 1/2α2).

To better visualize the effects of the load on the capacity approximation,
Fig.3.6-b shows the throughput density (i.e. the integral argument in equa-
tion 3.3) achieved by EDs uniformly placed within the cell, as a function of
the distance from the gateway (from 0 to 100% of the cell radius). Differ-
ent curves refer to different Gi values: simulation results are shown with a
dotted line and points, while our model results are plotted with solid lines.
When the distance is higher than R/α and no capture effect is possible, we
can easily recognize that the throughput density follows a linear distribution,
because all EDs have the same success probability and the number of EDs
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Figure 3.7. Simulation (markers) and analytical model (lines) results
for channel capture effect.

considered in the integral grows proportionally to the distance. This last
segments of the curve coincide with the throughput density of Aloha whose
complete distribution is a linear distribution of the same slope in the whole
interval [0, R]. For smaller distances, the capture effects can significantly
increase the throughput density of Aloha. The figure also shows how our
model overestimates the capture probability as the normalized load Gi in-
creases: indeed, for Gi = 0.25 the points are perfectly overlapped with the
solid line, while for Gi = 1 there is a region of the cell in which the real
throughput is smaller than the one predicted.

Finally, we evaluated the DER achieved in a cell where all the nodes are
configured on the same SF with and without the capture effects (for a capture
SIR of 1 dB). Fig. 3.7 shows the DER results as a function of the number
n of EDs configured on each SF, ignoring inter-SF interference. Each curve
refers to an independent cell sub-system with the same number of EDs but
different load conditions. The results demonstrate that the DER can increase
significantly thanks to channel captures. For example for n = 800 EDs, using
SF 10 the DER increases from about 0.32 in case of pure Aloha to about 0.52
in presence of captures. Obviously, for a fixed number of EDs n, lower SFs
have the best DER because the resulting offered load is lower.

3.4.3 Imperfect Orthogonality Model
In order to quantify the impact of imperfect orthogonality among SFs on the
cell capacity, we reasoned similarly to the previous section, by considering a
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single interfering signal at time. Because of imperfect orthogonality, a target
ED working on SF i at a generic distance r will compete not only with the
load Gi offered to the same SF, but also with a fraction of the load G−i
working with a SF different from i. Such a fraction corresponds to the EDs
closer to the gateway, which generate an interfering signal whose power is
much higher than the desired signal and exceeds the rejection capability of
the LoRa receiver. Our experimental results showed that the SIR threshold
under which interference rejection does not work is almost independent on
the SF used by the interfering signal. Therefore, the minimum required SIR
value can be mapped into the placement of the interfering ED in a cell sub-
region delimited by a radius βi · r, with βi = 10SIR/10η < 1, as shown in Fig.
3.5 (right).

The analysis of collisions between frames transmitted with different SFs
requires taking into account that frames have heterogeneous transmission
times, even if they have a fixed size P . Consider first a simple scenario in
which channel captures with frames transmitted with the same SFs are not
possible. In this case, interfering signals are given by the totality of trans-
missions performed with SF i and with the fraction βir2/R2 of transmissions
performed with other SFs. The success probability of a target ED employing
SF i depends on the probability of finding the channel free from other inter-
fering signals when starting frame transmission and during the following time
interval ToAi. The probability Prs of finding the channel idle at the starting
time of frame transmission is given by the probability that no packet arrival
at SF i is originated within a previous interval lasting ToAi, while a fraction
βir

2/R2 of other packets employing a different SF k /= i has not started a
transmission in an interval corresponding to the relevant frame transmission
time ToAk. Such a probability can be expressed as:

Prs(r) = e−λiToAi−
βir

2

R2
∑

k /=i λkToAk = e−Gi · e−
βir

2

R2 G−i

being G−i = ∑
k /=iGk the total load offered by SFs different from i. The

probability Pre that no other interfering signal is started until the end of the
transmission time ToAi can be expressed as:

Pre(r) = e−(λi+βir
2

R2
∑

k /=i λk)ToAi = e−Gi · e−
βir

2

R2 G
∗
−i

with G∗−i = ∑
k /=i λk · ToAi = λ−iToAi. The total throughput obtained on

sub-channel i with imperfect orthogonality between SFs can be computed
by integrating the success probability experienced at each distance r over all
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Figure 3.8. Impact of single packet interference approximation on through-
put with non orthogonal SFs: model approximation (lines) and simulation
results including multiple packet interference (markers).

possible distances as:

Sqo(Gi, G−i) = 2π
∫ R

0
δiPrs(r) · Pre(r)r · dr =

= e−2Gi · 2π
∫ R

0
δie
−β

2
i r

2

R2 (G−i+G∗−i)r · dr (3.4)

It results:
Sqo(Gi, G−i) = Gie

−2·Gi 1− e
−β2

i (G−i+G∗−i)

β2
i · (G−i +G∗−i)

(3.5)

which is obviously smaller than the ideal orthogonal case So(Gi, G−i) =
Gie

−2·Gi.
Finally, if we want to take into account both the capture effects and the

imperfect orthogonality of SFs, we can follow the same approach discussed
so far and specify that the competing load for each target ED working on
SF i is the sum of a fraction l = min(α2r2/R2,1) of the intra-SF load and a
fraction β2

i r
2/R2 of the inter-SF load:

Sqo,c(Gi, G−i) = 2π
∫ R

0
δie
−β

2
i r

2

R2 (G−i+G∗−i)e−2lGir · dr

which leads to:

Sqo,c(Gi, G−i) =
Gie

−2Gi
(
1− e−2Gi−(G−i+G∗−i)α2/β2

i

)
2α2Gi + β2

i (G−i +G∗−i)
+
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Gie
−2Gi

β2
i (G−i +G∗−i)

(
e(G−i+G∗−i)α2/β2

i − e(G−i+G∗−i)β2
i

)
(3.6)

The average DER can then be computed by dividing the throughput with
the total offered load.

To show the impact of inter-SF collisions, fig. 3.8-a shows the theoretical
throughput curves (lines) obtained by equation 3.5 (no captures) for different
values of the rejection SIR (i.e. βi values), together with simulation results
(points), when two different SFs coexist in the same cell (namely, SF 7 and
SF 9). The curves refer to the throughput of EDs configured on SF 7. Also
in this case, for deriving the average throughput results in simulation, we
considered a fixed number of 1000 EDs (half configured on SF 7 and half on
SF 9), varying the ED positions at each transmission attempt and tuning
the source rate with increasing load. As shown in the figure, despite the
pseudo-orthogonality of the SFs, the throughput can indeed be severely af-
fected compared to the ideal Aloha without inter-SF collisions (almost 50%
reduction in case of congested scenarios, i.e. Gi ≈ 1). Fig. 3.8-b shows the
throughput density (i.e. the integral argument in equation 3.4) achieved by
EDs using 2 SFs with a rejection SIR of -10 dB and uniformly placed within
the cell, as a function of the distance from the gateway (from 0 to 100% of
the cell radius). Different curves refer to different Gi values: for low load
conditions and small distances, the throughput density follows an almost
linear distribution typical of Aloha with uniform EDs. However, for higher
load conditions the curves can significantly deviate from a linear function,
especially at high distances where inter-SF interference can be more critical.

Fig. 3.9 shows the DER results as a function of the total number N of EDs
active in the cell, under the assumption that such a number is equally shared
between different SFs (i.e. each SF is assigned to ni ≈ N/6 EDs) and same
source rate s for all EDs. Again, markers represent simulations and lines the
analytical results, which are still remarkably close to the simulations. From
the figure, it is clear that the impact of non-orthogonality can be severe. The
performance deteriorates quickly as the number of EDs increases.

3.5 Cell configurations
In this section, we discuss the impact of different cell configurations that
can be considered for optimizing the cell capacity when multiple SFs are
available. For sake of presentation, we consider two SFs only, namely SF
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Figure 3.9. Simulation (markers) and analytical model (lines) results
for interfering SFs.

i < SF j, but generalizations to multiple SFs are straightforward. From our
previous considerations, it is evident that LoRa cell performance is a function
of the arrival rates of packets working on SF i and SF j, but also of their
placement within the cell, because the inter-SF and intra-SF interference
power experienced in case of collisions also depends on the relative position
of the EDs.

3.5.1 Load balancing
Assuming that a total arrival rate of Λ pk/s is uniformly distributed within
the cell, the arrival rates λi and λj experienced in each SF (with λi+λj = Λ)
depend on the SF selected for each packet transmission. The selection of the
certain SF may be a local decision, such as the selection of the highest possible
rate compatible with the link budget available at a given spatial position, or
may be extended with load balancing considerations. If the link budget at
the cell border is enough for transmitting at the highest rate corresponding
to SF i, the first approach would lead to λi = Λ and λj = 0. Load balancing
can significantly improve the overall cell capacity by reducing the load on SF
i and by exploiting the additional capacity available on SF j.

A balancing solution devised to provide fair performance to devices work-
ing on different SFs is equalizing the offered load Gi = Gj. Note that this
is different from equalizing the number of transmissions performed at each
SF, because packet transmission times vary as a function of the employed
SF. Specifically, load balancing is achieved for λi · ToAi = λj · ToAj, i.e.
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Figure 3.10. Impact of load balancing (left) and fragmentation (right) to
increase fairness among the SFs.

λi = Λ · ToAj
ToAj+ToAi . This implies that in a real cell with a finite number N of

EDs, if all EDs work with uniform source rates, the same proportion is ap-
plied for deriving ni as N · ToAj

ToAj+ToAi . However, perfect load balancing is not
always feasible, because some EDs distant from the gateway can be forced
to work on the most robust SF for guaranteeing that the received power is
above the reception threshold.

Fig. 3.10(a) compares the DER obtained in a cell with a total number N
of EDs and two SFs available (namely, SF 7 and SF 9). Simulation results
are shown with markers and model results with lines. The figure shows
results for different criteria on SF allocations: equally sharing the number
of EDs between SF 7 and SF 9 (dashed lines) or allocating a number of
EDs proportionally to the relevant airtimes, with n7 about four times of n9
(solid lines). From the figure, it is evident that the second choice, i.e. load
balancing, can be an effective solution for providing a similar DER to all
devices, regardless of the allocated SF. However, DER performance are not
exactly the same because inter-SF interference is not symmetrical due to
different rejection thresholds (i.e. βi and βj coefficients) and transmission
times (which result in G∗−i < G∗−j even in case of load balancing). Overall,
the most robust SF j suffers an higher inter-SF competing load.

An additional mechanism to be considered for improving the fairness of
the system could be the use of fragmentation. The idea is to equalize the
airtimes of packets transmitted at different SFs. Obviously, in such a case, the
arrival rates of fragments grow proportionally to the number of per-packet
fragments. Fig. 3.10(b) shows the performance results in the same scenario
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described for Fig. 3.10(a), with n7 about four times n9, and 4 fragments
are used for packets transmitted with SF 9. From the figure, it is clear that
fragmentation is not effective for equalizing the performance of the EDs, due
to the additional overhead added to each fragment. Additionally, we have
to consider that now four fragments are required for reassembling a single
packet at SF 9. Thus, the overall DER (dashed line) is worse than the
previous case. This is also due to the fact that LoRa technology does not
easily support selective re-transmissions of corrupted fragments, because the
downlink channel from the gateway to the EDs would result congested by
the transmission of the feedback messages. Therefore, fragmentation without
selective re-transmissions does not bring benefits to the network.

3.5.2 Spatial allocations
For a fixed number of EDs ni (or nj) to be configured on SF i (or SF j),
different allocation choices are possible. EDs working on the same SF can
be selected uniformly within the whole cell area or can be restricted to a
specific area of the cell. According to the position of the selected nodes,
each allocation policy can be mapped into the opportunistic definitions of
the δi(r) and δj(r) functions. In order to predict the cell capacity resulting
from a specific allocation, we can generalize previous throughput derivations
for dealing with non uniform load density functions.

As an illustrative example of model extension under generic δi(r) functions,
we consider the case in which nodes employing different SFs are placed in
different sub-regions of the cell, rather than being uniformly spread in the
whole area. A choice could be allocating the most robust SF to far users,
placed in a circular ring between distance d > 0 and R, and the less robust
SF to users closer to the gateway within a maximum distance d, in order to
maximize the reception margin of each ED. The distance d can be chosen for
achieving the desired load balancing. In such a case, the density functions
of nodes employing different SFs can be defined as: δi(r) = Gi/(πd2) when
r ≤ d (and 0 otherwise), and δj(r) = Gj/(πR2 − πd2) when r < d, and 0
otherwise.

Allocating EDs in circular rings have different implications for both the
inter-SF and the intra-SF interference. Regarding the first aspect, by ne-
glecting the fading effects, it never happens that users employing spreading
factor SF i are interfered by users employing SF j with a higher interfering
power (being these users deterministically located at higher distances). In
other words, the throughput achieved on spreading factor SF i is given by
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Figure 3.11. Performance of SF9 (a) and SF12 (b) when competing with
SF7. Comparison between uniform distribution of EDs (dashed lines) and
when higher SFs are allocated to far away EDs (solid lines). The inter-SF
SIR threshold is 10 dB and η = 4.

Si = Gi · e−2·Gi, i.e. the density of potentially interfering signals is equal to
zero as in case of perfect orthogonality. Conversely, users employing spread-
ing factor SF j are more likely affected by interference generated by users
employing spreading factor SF i, because in case of collisions the interfering
signals are concentrated in the cell area closer to the gateway, which results
in a interference density higher than the previous case.

Being δ−i(r) = ∑
j /=i δj(r) and δ∗−i(r) = ∑

j /=i δj(r)ToAiToAj
, the throughput in

absence of channel captures becomes:

Sqo(i) = e−2π
∫ R

0 2δi(r)r·dr · 2π
∫ R

0
δi(r)

[
e−2π

∫ βir
0 (δ−i(t)+δ∗−i(t))t·dt

]
r · dr (3.7)

Figures 3.11(a) and 3.11(b) compare the performance of SF 7 when com-
peting with SF 9 and SF 12 respectively, in scenarios with uniform allocation
of SFs in the cell (dashed lines) or when far distance EDs are using the high-
est SF 9 and SF 12, while SF 7 is used for EDs close to the gateway. The
figures show that the performance of the higher SFs is deteriorated when al-
locating them to faraway EDs, while SF 7 performance improves because of
the absence of inter-SF collisions. This, demonstrates that allocating higher
SFs to far distance EDs is detrimental more than beneficial, because the
performances are highly affected by closer devices while fading has a much
lower impact. In other words, although higher SFs improve the robustness
to fading and allow longer distances, this comes at the cost of an increased
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airtime of the transmitted frames and, since LoRa uses the Aloha access pro-
tocol, collisions arise quickly when increasing the offered load. Clearly, using
low SFs for long distances might cause unnecessary retries, or even no packet
delivery at all in case the link budget is not sufficient.

SF allocation has also an impact on the capture probability. For a given
number ni of EDs working on SF i, the highest capture probability is achieved
when nodes are spread in the whole cell (rather than in a circular ring),
because this choice corresponds to the spreading of the RSSI values of po-
tentially colliding signals (which may result in the correct reception of the
strongest signal). In the limit case in which all nodes working on SF i are at
the same distance from the gateway, no capture effect can occur.

3.5.3 Power control
Another important configuration parameter of LoRa cells is the transmission
power of EDs, which can be tuned by means of specific control messages sent
by the gateway. The message specifies the power to be used in terms of a
reduction margin to be applied to the maximum possible power (which may
vary in different countries); the reduction margin is coded in steps of -2dB
from 0 to -14dB. The tuning of the transmission power can be considered for
reducing the energy consumption of devices which are close to the gateway,
but also for mitigating the impact of inter-SF interference, Indeed, orthogo-
nality of different SFs can be guaranteed in case the difference between the
reception powers of EDs working at different SFs is lower than the minimum
margin in table I (about -8dB).

To model the impact of power control on the LoRa cell performance, we
can consider that each power reduction applied to a specific ED is equivalent
to moving the device at an higher distance from the gateway. If η is the
propagation loss coefficient, every step of -2dB corresponds to a distance
increment of a factor equal to γ = 102/10η. In case power control is used
for equalizing the reception power of the EDs, taking into account that only
-14dB are available at steps of -2dB and the distance rmin of the closer ED,
we could equivalently consider that no ED is placed at a distance lower than
d = 1014/10η · rmin and that EDs originally placed within the circular area of
radius d are moved in the circular ring between d and d · γ. In other words,
power control can be evaluated again by working on the definition of the load
density function δi(r) as follows: 0 when r < d, Gi/(πR2) · [1 + 1/(γ2 − 1)]
when r ∈ [d, d · γ], and Gi/πR

2 when r > d · γ. Equivalently, we can define
δj(r) and derive the cell capacity Sqo of each SF applying equation 3.7.
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Figure 3.12. DER with two interfering SFs with and without using
transmission power control.

As an illustrative example, we consider a cell using only SF 7 and SF 9,
with half of the EDs using SF 7 are placed close to the gateway and the others
using SF 9 are far away from the gateway. For clearness of presentation,
Fig. 3.12 reports separately in two plots the DER achieved by the two SFs,
although in the experiment both SFs are used as explained above. From the
figure, it is evident that when equalizing the received power, the DER of SF
9 is close to the Aloha model (no channel captures) and much lower than
the DER obtained without power control, while for SF 7 there is almost
no change. This means that tuning the transmitted power of the EDs in
order to equalize the received power at the gateway is detrimental more than
beneficial for performance because, in case of collision between packets of the
same SF, it reduces the probability of capturing the channel.

3.6 LoRa Multiple Gateway
Thanks to the capture effect, the capacity of a LoRa cell can be increased by
deploying multiple gateways. Indeed, each gateway sees a given ED with a
different distance and therefore, in case of collisions, experiences a different
power ratio between the strongest received packet and the interfering signals.
When the power ratios are higher than the capture threshold, the collisions
can result in the correct reception of a number of packets equal at most to
the number of gateways. Obviously, it may also happen that the same packet
is correctly received by multiple gateways, but all the packets are forwarded
to a common network server, which discards duplicated packets.
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Figure 3.13. Competing area (gray) in presence of multiple gateways and
“shadow area” created by the ED in position C.

For deriving the average cell capacity in presence of multiple gateways, it
is necessary to specify the positions of the gateways within the cell, because
the capture probability depends on the relative distance between the poten-
tial receivers (i.e. the gateways) and the transmitters. Differently from the
single gateway case, even under the assumption that only a colliding signal is
experienced at a given time, the EDs competing with a target transmitter are
different for each gateway and distributed in regions which cannot be mod-
eled as simple circle areas. For example, Fig. 3.13 shows the scenario of a cell
with two gateways, α = 1 and uniform distribution of EDs: the target trans-
mitter in position C experiences different competing loads at each gateway,
which are proportional to the intersection area between a circle of radius αrm
and the cell, being rm the distance between the ED and a generic gateway
m = 1,2. Although the areas can be computed as circular areas delimited by
the chords AB and CD, it is not easy to generalize the approach proposed in
§3.4, because the performance of the target transmitter cannot be averaged
as a function of the distance from the cell center, being also affected by the
direction (i.e. by the specific position within the cell). The figure also shows
a fraction of the cell from which no other ED can transmit successfully a
packet overlapping with the target transmitter, being the target transmitter
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(a) Grid (b) Edge (c) Center

Figure 3.14. Multiple gateway topology used in the experiments:
example with 4 gateways.

closer to all the available gateways.
For a specific placement of the gateways, we modeled the geometry of

the cell under uniform distribution of the EDs and complete coverage (i.e.
assuming that EDs can transmit to a gateway placed at distance 2 ·R) by nu-
merically evaluating the average probability γk that a target ED successfully
transmits its packet to at least one gateway, in presence of k ≥ 0 interfering
EDs. By considering one interfering signal at time as in the single gateway
derivation, such a probability has been computed by averaging (on all pos-
sible transmitter positions) the probability that, for at least one gateway,
k interfering EDs are at distances higher than α times the distance of the
target transmitter. The analysis of the capture probability in presence of k
interfering EDs allows us the decoupling between the geometric effects (due
to the specific gateway placement) and the interference probability (due to
the cell load). In other words, assuming that the γk coefficients are known,
the cell capacity in presence of multiple gateways can be computed for any
possible load Gi as:

Sc(i) = Gi ·
 ∞∑
k=0

γk (2Gi)k e−2Gi

k!

 . (3.8)

Note that, when SIR = 0 dB (i.e. α = 1) and a single gateway is placed
in the center of the cell, then γk = 1/(k + 1), because for any placement of
k + 1 EDs, only one ED will result closer to the single gateway (assuming
negligible the probability of extracting two EDs on the same distance to the
gateway). In this condition, it is easy to see that equation (3.8) gives the
same result of equation (3.3).
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Figure 3.15. Impact of gateway deployment: values of γk with η = 4,
SIR= 1dB and different number of gateways on a grid deployment (a),
at the cell edge (b), or when the gateways are all concentrated close to
the center of the cell(c).

Obviously, the γk coefficients depend not only on the number of gateways
but also on their specific position within the cell. Since a closed form deriva-
tion is not generally possible, we evaluated the γk coefficients numerically for
specific gateway positions. To this purpose, we randomly generated k+1 EDs
uniformly distributed in the cell, quantified the ratio of EDs whose distance
r from at least one gateway was α times smaller than the distance between
the other k EDs and the same gateway, and averaged results over multiple
random placements. In our evaluations, we analyzed different deployment
strategies: placing the gateways at a regular grid, on the cell edge, or con-
centrated very close to the cell center. For the grid deployments, we kept a
central symmetry towards the cell center, by equally spacing the gateways
in the two cell dimensions; for the edge deployment, we equally spaced the
gateways along the cell circumference, while for the last setting we created a
small grid of size R/10.

Capture probability. Fig. 3.15 shows the γk results numerically obtained
by placing a varying number of gateways with the three deployment strate-
gies explained above: from the figure, it is easy to see how γk coefficients are
strongly dependent on the gateway placements. This is particularly evident
in the last case: when the gateways are too close to each other, the perfor-
mance does not improve in comparison with the single gateway cell. Indeed,
the space diversity between gateways is poor and offers little opportunities
for increasing the channel captures. For the other deployment solutions, we
also observe that coefficients result generally higher when the gateways are
placed on the cell edge rather than on a regular grid. Only when the number
of gateways is high (e.g. 16 or 24) the grid topology is better, although the
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Figure 3.16. Grid deployment (solid) vs. edge deployment (dashed) when
varying the offered load or the number of gateways.

improvement on the capture probability is marginal. Although not intuitive,
this result can be justified by considering that (as long as coverage is guar-
anteed) the more the gateways are sparse, the more channel captures can be
achieved. For example, for k = 1 (one interferer, 2 simultaneous transmis-
sions) and 3 gateways, the average number of transmissions correctly received
by at least one gateway is 0.999 for gateways deployed on the cell edge and
0.804 for gateways placed in a regular grid. As depicted in Fig. 3.13, on a
grid topology a transmitting ED can create a “shadow area” towards the cell
edge, impeding any other ED in this area to successfully capture the channel.

Throughput. Fig. 3.16 quantifies the cell throughput by using equation
3.8 and the γk coefficients derived in our numerical evaluations, for the
grid (solide lines) and edge (dashed lines) deployment strategies. The fig-
ures clearly show that increasing the number of gateways allows to achieve
a throughput almost equal to the offered load. Obviously, higher capture
probabilities are mapped into higher throughput results. For example, with
3 gateways the throughput achieved with the edge deployment is about 25%
higher than the one achieved with the regular grid, while for a number of
gateways equal or higher than 16 the throughput gain of the grid deployment
is about 5%. We can expect that these capacity differences under different
gateway deployments can be reduced in case of multi-cell systems.

In order to validate our model, Fig. 3.17 compares our throughput pre-
dictions with simulation results. For space reason, we only show results for
the regular grid case (but conclusions are similar for the edge deployment
case). The figures have been obtained by considering the availability of one
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Figure 3.17. DER using multiple gateways in a grid topology: model (lines)
and simulation results (points) for SIR values of 1 and 3 dB.

SF only (namely, SF7) and two different capture thresholds (1 and 3 dB).
The figure allows to draw some interesting conclusions. First, despite of the
simplification assumptions used for modeling the capture effects, the model
is in agreement with simulations in all the considered scenarios, thus vali-
dating equation 3.8 and the γk derivation. Second, when the capture effects
are very common, a cell with M gateways and a number of devices equal
to N provides similar performance of M independent systems loaded with
N/M devices. For example, the DER achieved with 4 gateways and 2000
EDs results slightly less than 0.8 and comparable with the one achieved by
a single gateway with 500 EDs or 8 gateways and 4000 EDs. Third, the
capture threshold has a much lower impact than in a single gateway case,
thanks to the increased capture possibilities provided by the spatial diversity
of the gateways. Finally, although results always improve as the number of
gateways increases, at a given point the improvements are marginal (DER
results with 16 or 24 gateways are almost comparable).

Fairness. The position of the gateways has also a significant impact not
only on the average cell performance, but also on the fairness of the network,
i.e. on the spreading of the DER results achieved by different EDs. Fig.
3.18 shows the success probability histogram of the ED’s transmissions in
various scenarios characterized by same DER of 0.6 but different number of
gateways, EDs and deployment strategy. In particular, the figure shows what
happens in a cell with 1 gateway in the center or with 4 gateways, in a regular
grid or at the cell edge. To obtain the same DER of 0.6, the number of EDs
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Figure 3.18. Impact of gateway deployment on fairness: distribution of the
success probability among EDs in a cell with 1 gateway in the center (a) and
with 4 gateways in a regular grid (b) or at the cell edge (c).

was 1000, 4000 and 4900 respectively and the corresponding offered load was
0.57, 2.29 and 2.81 (these values were obtained experimentally to equalize
the capacity and achieve equal DER for all scenarios). From the figure, it
is clear that with only one gateway most of the EDs have low performances,
while in a grid topology the distribution is bimodal, with a group of EDs that
transmit with very high success probability (higher than 80%) and another
group which suffer low performance (around 30% successful frames). Instead,
the edge deployment tends to be more fair, in the sense that most of the EDs
experience a success probability around 0.6, corresponding to the cell average
DER. The figure also shows the minimum theoretical success probability of
the pure Aloha system (given by e−2G and marked by the dashed lines),
which is obviously different for the three scenarios because of the different
load levels. Note that the capture effects can improve the Aloha results for
some devices, without penalizing the ones with low capture probabilities.
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Chapter 4

Signal transmitter
localization using low-cost
SDR receivers

4.1 Introduction

Tracking of indoor positions is one of the key enabling technologies for vari-
ous applications. The most famous location system is the Global Positioning
System (GPS), but it is well known that it does not work well in indoor
environments, because the satellite signal energy is easily affected by the
obstacles of an indoor environment, and it gets down rapidly below the re-
ceiving threshold [48]. In wireless indoor localization systems, distance-based
positioning methods that use Time of Arrival (TOA) [49], Time Difference
of Arrival (TDOA, [7, 8]) [50], Angle of Arrival (AoA) [51] and Received
Signal Strength (RSS) [52] are often used. The methods AOA and RSS are
affected by the multipath effect of indoor wireless signal transmission, which
greatly degrades performance [53]. Compared with TOA, TDOA localization
method only requires clock synchronization between receivers, and does not
need to add additional clock synchronization equipment on the transmitter.

The objective of this work is to provide a method for localization of the
transmitter based on TDOA, drastically reducing errors by using appropri-
ate signal processing techniques. This method can be used for creating an
experimental indoor localization system based on low-cost SDR receivers, to
then later integrate it into the ElectroSense [9, 10] network, which is a crowd-
sourcing initiative to collect and analyse spectrum data. The data collected
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can be of whatever transmitter, even unknown. Therefore, not having infor-
mation on the transmitter clock, and being in an indoor environment, for the
reasons explained before, we decided to use the TDOA technique. Although
the TDOA of a signal received at a spatially distributed sensors array is one
of widely used schemes for transmitter localization, there are some aspects
which can be improved.

The remainder of this Chapter is organized as follows: after literature
review in §4.2, we introduce the transmitter localization system in §4.3, also
describing the problems of the TDOA and our solutions. A first version of
the system is described in §4.4, where the experimental results are presented.
Finally, we discuss about studies on possible future improvements in §4.5 and
§4.6.

4.2 Related work

Indoor transmitter localization systems have been researched for several
decades. A number of methods exist, varying in approaches, technologies,
location accuracy, infrastructure, signals used, etc. Our method is based on a
TDOA approach, it can work on a wide spectrum and with whatever type of
radio signal (ie whatever modulation), targets an accuracy of the order of the
meter and it is based on a low-cost infrastructure, i.e. it requires a minimum
of three low-cost receivers, for a total cost less than a hundred dollars.

The most accurate results in field on indoor localization are achieved by
laser based methods. The best systems achieves an accuracy of few cm us-
ing few lasers and multiple high-end cameras. These systems cost thousands
of dollars. However, low-cost high-resolution cameras exist, such as smart-
phones featuring Google’s Project Tango hardware that have an accuracy
of a few centimeters [54]. At the expense of low cost and high resolution,
they require dedicated hardware and a training phase with very long times,
especially for large rooms or even a whole building. Still in the field of light
localization techniques, approaches based on RSS and AOA have been used.
An example of RSS based localization with light is shown in [55], where
higher accuracy is achieve compared to WiFi RSS techniques [56]. Perform-
ing AOA localization is even more accurate and can yield a positioning error
of tens cm [57].

Some indoor localization methods are not based on traditional signals
(WiFi, GSM, 5G, Bluetooth, etc.), but rather on ultrasound, such as Spider-
Bat [58], or on RFID-based technologies, of which we find an overview in [59].
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Both systems are relatively inexpensive, but require dedicated hardware. In-
deed, due to the short range of both systems, many devices are required for
a localization system serving a large areas.

Although the GPS does not work well in indoor, some works use the same
principle as GPS localization, for example employing signals transmitted by
an aircraft. For safety reasons, airplanes repeatedly transmit their location,
like GPS satellites. Their position is transmitted with signals called ADS-
B, that are strong enough to be received indoors, do not require dedicated
hardware to be received. In [60] an indoor localization system exploiting
aircraft signals is implemented. Their system however needs a training phase
with long times and achieves an accuracy lower than GPS (approximately 25
meters).

The most popular works in field of indoor localization are achieved by
exploit traditional wireless signals. Numerous solutions demonstrate that
Bluetooth [61, 62, 63], Wifi [64], ZigBee [65], GSM [66, 67, 68], are feasible
to room-level localization. These solutions show lower accuracy and require
a training phase with long times, unlike our method which, as we will show,
requires a very fast training phase.

Finally, at the expense of simplicity, which is a advantage of our work,
other solutions exploit multiple signals or technologies for improving accu-
racy. Considering that the environment may contain more kinds of signals,
they can be exploited together with WiFi for improving indoor localization.
In addition to the WiFi signal, Chen et. al. in [69] also utilize three kinds of
signals including TV, FM and AM. Fang et. al. in [70] utilize DVB-T, GSM,
FM and WiFi signals. Carvalho et. al. in [71] utilize DVB-T, FM and WiFi
signals for realize an indoor localization system based on Software Defined
Radio (SDR). WiFi-based indoor localization methods can also be supported
by a sensor. Sensor assisted localization methods are particularly favored in
smartphone applications, because basically all of these devices feature a gy-
roscope, a compass and an accelerometer. For example, cars driving into
a tunnel will lose GPS signals, but based on measurements of the current
speed, their position can be estimated until the tunnel ends [72].

4.3 Transmitter localization System
Our transmitter localization system, as mentioned, is based on widely em-
ployed technique known as TDOA. A signal emitted by an unknown trans-
mitter, and received by multiple receivers located in different positions, will
arrive at different times due to the different distances between transmitter
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and receivers. This difference in arrival time is called TDOA and can be
measured between each pair of receivers. A TDOA value, hereinafter re-
ferred Tv, can be expressed as a distance by multiplication with propagation
speed. This distance represents how much the transmitter is distant from
the pair of receivers considered. Finally it is possible to apply multilatera-
tion, ie to calculate the region of space in which the unknown transmitter is
located, it will be a hyperbola, because the region of space that is x from a
receivers away and x± Tv on the other is precisely a hyperbola. With mini-
mum 3 receivers, then 3 pairs, then also 3 hyperbolas, it is possible to obtain,
through the intersection of the hyperbolas, the position of the transmitter.
The more receivers you have available, the higher the resolution. With 4
receivers properly positioned, it is already possible to have information on
the height of the transmitter, thus making 3-D localization possible.

Although the basics of TDOA are quite simple, there are several aspects to
be addressed: i) Local Oscillator (LO) offset correction; ii) Synchronization
between devices; iii) Signal Processing for TDOA.

4.3.1 Local Oscillator offset correction
It is important that the receivers are tuned to exactly the same frequency and
that they have the same sampling rate. It is known that the SDR receivers
have not a perfect accurate local oscillator (LO) [73]. As we will show in
Sec. 4.4, for experimental validation of the system we use low-cost Software
Defined Radio (SDR), called RTL-SDR, in particular RTL2832U, which have
a LO offset declared in the specifications of ±1 ppm. The main side effects
of the LO offset are represented by a central frequency and a sampling rate
that are not exactly those desired, effects that therefore need to be corrected.

The most popular software for the LO offset estimation are Kalibrate-
RTL1, rtl_test2, LTE-Cell-Scanner3 and LTESS-track4. We have chosen to
use the most recent, LTESS-track, as in [73] it is shown that it has better
performance than the others software. LTESS-track presents a very short
processing times, less than 1 second, against about ten seconds for Kalibrate-
RTL or even several minutes for rtl_test. In terms of errors in case of LO

1https://github.com/steve-m/kalibrate-rtl
2https://github.com/steve-m/librtlsdr
3https://github.com/Evrytania/LTE-Cell-Scanner
4https://github.com/electrosense/LTESS-track
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with high offsets, LTESS-track present a more accurate estimate than LTE-
Cell-Scanner and Kalibrate-RTL, that even does not work in these cases.

LTESS-track uses a LO offset evaluation method that relies on the Syn-
chronization Signals (SS) transmitted by LTE base stations as reference. The
output is the Local Oscillator Offset, hereinafter referred ϕ.

To correct the central frequency of the received signal, the property of
frequency translation can be applied. Given f ′c real central frequency of
signal received s and fc desired central frequency, it is fc = (1 + ϕ)f ′c. Let
∆fLO = ϕf ′c the difference between the real and desired central frequency,
caused by the LO offset, the correct signal is just:

s′ (nT ) = s (nT ) · ej2π∆fLOnT (4.1)

where nT represents discrete time, so t = nT , n is the sample number and
T is the sampling time, so T = 1/fs.

To correct the imperfect sampling rate of the receiver, ideally, if the re-
ceived signal were continuous, it would be enough to take the samples at
the time instants corresponding to the desired sampling rate. So, in the
continuous:

s′ (t′) = s′ (t′) |t′=t(1+ϕ) (4.2)
As the received signal is not continuous, we decided to perform upsampling
operation of a sufficiently high N factor. Then, on the oversampled signal,
we perform a downsampling operation by linear interpolation, in order to
take the samples at the time instants desired.

4.3.2 Synchronization
A prerequisite for TDOA localization is the synchronization of the receivers.
The difference of arrival times could be wrong due to the difference in re-
ceivers absolute time.

The idea is to synchronize the receivers roughly in the same time instant
(coarse time synchronization), then align the received signals (fine synchro-
nization). In other words, the idea is not to synchronize the receivers them-
selves, but rather the raw samples of the received signals. Fig. 4.1 shows
an example of samples-based synchronization. The master PC sends a trig-
ger signal to the receivers and reference transmitter (with known position),
specifying the reference frequency. The transmitter transmits a Reference
Signal (RS) and the receivers send the received I/Q samples to the master
PC (Fig. 4.1(a)). Then, without interruptions, the receivers receive the Un-
known Signal (US) transmitted by the unknown transmitter to be located,
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 4.1. Samples-based synchronization. The master PC sends a trigger
signal to the devices, the transmitter transmit a RS and the receivers send
the received I/Q samples to the master PC (a). Without interruptions, the
receivers receive the US (b). The master aligns the signals received from the
different receivers on the time axis, using the estimate of the delay (c).

and then send the received I/Q samples to the master PC (Fig. 4.1(b)).
Fig. 4.1(c) show the fine synchronization between two receivers. The master
aligns the signals received from the different receivers on the time axis, using
the estimate of the delay. Alignment is done in such a way that the delay
of reference signal corresponds to the known distances between transmitter
and receivers. The next subsections will show how the calculations are per-
formed to find the delay between the signals, first for the sync and then for
the distance of the unknown transmitter.

Let D_RS a delay value between the two received signals by the two
RTL-SDR, in the part corresponding to the Reference Signal, it will be the
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RS for check    
synchronization 

Seamless frequency 
switching 

Unknown signal (US) 
to locate 

Reference signal (RS) for 
synchronization 

Figure 4.2. Real part of an received signal by RTL-SDR using librtlsdr-
2freq. Guard interval: 200ms.

sum of two times:

D_RS = Dstart,rx1,rx2 + Tv,P tx_ref,Prx1,P rx2 (4.3)

where Dstart represents the delay between the two receivers start time, while
Tv represents the theoretically predicted TDOA value, calculated based on
the speed of light and the relative distance between the reference transmitter
and the two receivers ("P " stands for "Position"). Therefore, the rest of the
delayed signal, ie s1 or s2 based on whether Dstart is positive or negative, will
be shifted back in time of |Dstart|. In Fig. 4.1 Tv = 0, because the relative
distance between the reference transmitter and the two receivers is the same.

A samples-based synchronization must be repeated for each reception. Ac-
cordingly, the transmitter to be located must transmit the signal at the same
frequency of the reference transmitter, so that both signals can be received
correctly by the RTL-SDRs. In order to allow the localization of signals
on a wider spectrum, for example from 500kHz to 1.7GHz for RTL2832U
(declared in the specifications), it is necessary to be able to switch frequen-
cies without interruptions. For this purpose it’s possible to use librtlsdr-
2freq5, which is a modified version of librtlsdr that use the rtl_sdr command.
Librtlsdr-2freq allows the switching between two frequencies without loss of
samples, basing on a branch of librtlsdr called async_rearrangement6.

5https://github.com/DC9ST/librtlsdr-2freq
6https://github.com/mutability/librtlsdr/tree/async-rearrangements
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Figure 4.2 shows an example of a signal received from the RTL-SDR in
one experiment discussed in Sec. 4.4. The first part of the signal corresponds
to the reception of the RS, used for synchronization. The second part cor-
responds to the US to be located. The third part will be used as additional
verification (Reference Signal Check, RSC). Figure 4.2 also shows that it is
necessary to consider a time interval useful for switching to a new frequency
that, determined empirically in [74] and reproduced in the laboratory, result-
ing always less than 200ms. A guard interval of 200ms will then be used, in
which the received signal will not be analyzed. Seems to be there a signal
within the guard interval time and so the time required for switching the
frequency to be much less, but this will be discussed in Sec. 4.5.

4.3.3 Signal processing
The most suitable function for measuring the delay between two inputs pre-
cisely is the correlation function. Let s1 and s2 the signals received by two
receivers and N is the total number of samples of the two signals, the corre-
lation function (for real signals) is:

(|s1| ∗ |s2|) [τ ] =
N−1∑
n=0

s1 (nT ) s2 ((n+ τ)T ) (4.4)

The estimated delay, in samples, is the peak of the correlation function:

T̂v = argmax
τ

(|s1| ∗ |s2|) [τ ] (4.5)

Eq. 4.4 and Eq. 4.5 are an example for real signals, but actually RTL-SDR,
such as most radios, deliver I/Q samples at its output that can be interpreted
as a complex signal, exhibiting a phase and amplitude information. It exists
one correlation function for each on the following type of data: complex
values, amplitudes, phases and phase differences. The Performance of the
correlation function depends on many factors, such as signal bandwidth,
filtering, noise, multipath, signal content, correlation method, signal length,
and others. More details on the correlation operation can be found in [75],
chapter 7. In [74] it is stated that the method using phase differences is
mostly suitable for a wide range of different signals. Let sdp (k) = ]s (k) −
]s (k − 1), we will use:

(|s1dp| ∗ |s2dp|) [τ ] =
N−1∑
n=1

s1dp (nT ) s2dp ((n+ τ)T ) (4.6)
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Figure 4.3. Block diagram of the system for the calculation of TDOA
value between two receivers.

4.3.4 System overview
Fig. 4.3 shows the block diagram to calculate TDOA value between two
receivers, highlighting the steps discussed before.

Local Oscillator offset correction and Synchronization are fully explained
in Subsec. 4.3.1 and Subsec. 4.3.2.

Signal processing. As explained in Subsec. 4.3.3, it is formed by simple
correlation operations. The blocks output is in Samples, D_RS will be useful
for synchronization andD_US andD_RSC will be useful for Analysis block.
They are delays between the two receivers, respectively the delay of reception
of US and the theoretically predicted TDOA value relative to the reception
of RSC.

Analysis block. We would expect that D_RSC = Tv,P tx_ref,Prx1,P rx2 of
eq. 4.3, because the reference transmitter for the two RS and RSC signals is
the same. If it is not so, it indicates an imperfect synchronization operation,
so the difference between the expected value and the real value will be used
as a corrective value for TvUS, as follows:

TvUS = D_US + D_RSC − Tv,P tx_ref,Prx1,P rx2

2 (4.7)

As mentioned in Sec. 4.1, a TDOA value, TvUS, can be converted to a
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Figure 4.4. Setup.

distance with which is possible to calculate the hyperbola in which the un-
known transmitter is located. Subsequently, through intersection with the
hyperbolas generated by the pairs of receivers, it will allow the location of
the transmitter.

4.4 Experimental validation
In order to test our transmitter localization system, an experiment was car-
ried out using a simple setup shown in Fig. 4.4. The three RTL2832U are
connected via USB to a master pc, 2 meters away from a USRP B210 that
acts both as reference TX and as unknown TX. The experiment starts on
one tests, for each RTL2832U, for the estimate of the LO offset with LTESS-
track. Then, done 50 tests of the transmitter localization. For the LO offset
(ϕx) estimate an RTL2832U receives 106 samples at 1.92 MS/s at the LTE
frequency, ie 806 MHz. The 50 tests follow what is explained in Sec. 4.3,
with the follow parameters, some of which are shown also in fig. 4.2, fre-
quency RS and RSC 806 MHz, frequency US 244 MHz, sampling rate 2
MS/s, 3 · 106 samples received for each RTL-SDR for each test, guard in-
terval 200 ms. This time was chosen because librtlsdr-2freq requires a time
interval to switch to a new frequency, which was found to be limited supe-
riorly by 200ms in the study empirically conducted both in [74] and in the
laboratory. The all transmitted signals, RS, US and RSC, are DAB+ signals.
As mentioned in Subsec. 4.3.3 we chose correlation version based on phase
difference (4.6). Tab. 4.1 summarizes the experimental parameters.

The expected value of both D_US and D_RSC is zero, because they
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Table 4.1. Parameters used in the experiment.

Sampling rate for ϕx estimate 1.92MS/s
Number of tests for ϕx estimate 1 for 0.521s
frequency RS and RSC 806 MHz
frequency US 244 MHz
Sampling rate 2MS/s
Number of tests 50 for 1.5s
Guard interval 200ms
Correlation version Phase difference

Figure 4.5. Distribution of the values of D_US and D_RSC.

represent the TDOA value of the US and of the RSC between two differ-
ent receivers, that with this configuration should be zero. Having a TDOA
value other than zero means, in this case, it means wrong estimate the
position (ie of the hyperbola) of the transmitter of hundreds meters. To
quantify this statement, we use the Eq. 4.7, noting that the TDOA value
between two receivers at the same distance from the transmitter is zero (ie
Tv,P tx_ref,Prx1,P rx2 = 0), and convert the result in meters

TvUS[m] = c · TvUS
fs

= c · (2 ·D_US +D_RSC)
2 · fs (4.8)

where c is the speed of light and fs is the sampling rate. As mentioned,
TvUS must be equal to zero. An error of one sample on the estimate of
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D_US, with the data of our experiment, will therefore cause an error on the
estimate of TvUS of 150 meters (75 meters for an error of one sample on the
estimate of D_RSC).

For each test and for each pair of receivers we will have a value of D_US
and a value of D_RSC. The results are shown in fig. 4.5, which also shows
the estimate of LO offset for each RTL-SDR.

The results show a Residual Error of 1 sample for less than 6% of the total
values, show a high robustness of the system.

4.5 Processing time for synchronization
The experiment described in Sec. 4.4 use, as mentioned, 3 · 106 samples for
each localization. Therefore, without considering the other times, such as
processing times, data transmission time to the PC master and so on, at the
sampling rate used are required 1.5 seconds of reception for each RTL-SDR.
In a future integration of the localization system in the ElectroSense network,
which has the goal to sense the entire spectrum and to make the data available
in real-time, it is clear that this time is inefficient, because it would make
the receiver unable to analyze the spectrum for a long time. Some solution,
which can also be implemented together, to reduce the inefficiency could be
the following.

Less frequent synchronization. In order to reduce the inefficiency time, it
is possible to decrease the frequency of reception of the RS and the RSC, so
as not to do a synchronization for each localization. In other words, increase
the number of US signals between the RS and RSC signals, fixed to one for
the experiment shown in Sec.4.4;

Reduce number of samples. It is the most intuitive solution. We have
verified the minimum number of samples that can be used in a study that
will be shown shortly;

Variable correlation window. The idea is to analyze a RS with a strong
length the first few times and subsequently reduce it. In order to reduce the
number of samples of RS, without getting worse the estimate of D_RS, it
is possible to try to predict the trend of the D_RS by using linear regres-
sion methods (as a Kalman filter model, used in [76]). Then, with a priori
knowledge of D_RS for the block ”Time alignment of the delayed signal”,
adjusting the estimate using a RS transmission shorter.

The proposed solutions need a modification of the librtlsdr-2freq library.
It currently only provides 3 reception parts, all with the same number of
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Figure 4.6. Average error (ideally TDOA = 0) to vary the length of the
signal used for the correlation operation. Top on the figure shown the average,
on 50 tests, of the value of D_US, bot instead shows D_RSC.

samples and with the first and the last part of signal, that in the original
system correspond to receive the RS and RSC, on the same central frequency.

In order to understand how far the number of samples can be reduced,
it is necessary to be able to analyze very short signals. If the starting time
delay between two receivers (Dstart) is greater than the time chosen for data
analysis, the two received signals will have no common parts, making the
correlation operation useless. So, very fine synchronization between the re-
ceivers is necessary, for example using protocols such as the Network Time
Protocol (NTP) through internet, which gives a time synchronization of tens
of milliseconds.

Using the same data as the experiment described in Sec. 4.4, we analyze
the Residual Error as the signal length varies. We simulated the perfect
time synchronization by taking the signal already aligned with the results
of the first correlation (D_RS). The values of D_US and D_RSC can be
calculate analyzing a portion of the raw samples I/Q received, truncating
the signal at the number of samples desidered. The simulation results are
shown in fig. 4.6, from which it can be deduced that, if we have a perfect
time synchronization, we obtain an acceptable error also using a very low
number of samples.

Although the study would indicate that only 200 samples could be used,
the limits of librtlsdr-2freq must be considered. As mentioned in Sec. 4.3.2, it
requires a time interval to switch to a new frequency. This means that even
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Figure 4.7. Stability of the Local Oscillator offset of 3 RTL-SDR
located in different rooms.

if set an experiment with 200 samples, 0.1ms at 2MS/s, for each frequency,
would still need 200ms for switching frequency, unless there are future im-
provements to librtlsdr-2freq. This makes the switch operation slower than
the signal to receive and causes the crashes of tool.

4.6 Rate and time for estimate of LO offset
The experiment described in the Sec. 4.4 provides, as mentioned, a pre-
liminary tests, for each RTL-SDR, for the estimate of the LO offset with
LTESS-track. Only one estimate is sufficient because, as we will see shortly,
the stability of the LOs of the RTLs RTL2832U is quite high. In a long-term
experiment it will be necessary to analyze the ratey of LO offset estimate. As
in the previous subsection for D_US, we can try to predict the trend of the
LO offset ϕx by using linear regression methods, as a Kalman filter or other.
It could be useful to drastically reduce the rate of use of the LTESS-track,
then to reduce the stops of localization experiments for the calibration of the
LO.

We conducted a preliminary study. The experiment consists of 300 tests,
for each RTL2832U, for estimate the LO offset with LTESS-track. The de-
vices are connected to the master PC via ssh connection on a LAN. Each
RTL2832U receives 106 Samples at 1.92MS/s for 300 times at the LTE fre-
quency, ie 806MHz. This samples will then be the LTESS-track input, which
will then provide the ϕx value. The results are shown in Fig. 4.7.
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The figure shown the results and prove a hight stability of the LO, with
practically the same values over 300 tests, which correspond to about 10
minutes of tests (about 2s is the time to receive 106 samples at 1.92MS/s
plus the time to start the next reception).

In order to remove the stops of localization experiments, we can use the
signal transmitted by the reference transmitter (RS and RSC) as input for
LTESS-track. We conducted an experiment by integrating the the LTESS-
track code in the localization code. In order to use RS and RSC for LTESS-
track input is necessary the two signals must be LTE signals. Then, the setup
is the same of the experiment shown in Sec. 4.4, except that the reference
transmitter is not a USRP B210, but the the closest LTE station. We have
achieved similar results.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions

In this thesis we exploited physical layer flexibility enabled by emerging wire-
less standards for coping with different application scenarios. For physical
layer flexibility we do not mean necessarily using wireless nodes based on
Software-Defined-Radio, but rather exposing advanced primitives and PHY-
layer information for building flexible modulations, sending signalling mech-
anisms for controlling the access to the wireless channel and optimizing the
network performance. Examples of these primitives are the transmission of
signalling tones for physical layers based on OFDM, in order to implement
innovative contention mechanisms or other signalling messages for mitigating
hidden nodes. An example of PHY-layer information useful for optimizing
the capacity of wireless systems is the airtime consumed by devices working
at different SFs (even during collisions) in LoRa networks, while the differ-
ence in arrival times is used for localization. For each main contribution of
the thesis, we can draw the following main conclusions.

First, in Chapter 2, we have explored the possibility of running multi-
ple contention rounds in the frequency domain in random access networks.
Performance enhancement is due mainly to the small contention time and
the very low level of collision probability, reducing the two major sources
of inefficiency of current WiFi MAC protocol versions. As for the practi-
cal feasibility of the frequency domain repeated contention rounds, we have
demonstrated that repeated contentions can be implemented on current wire-
less technologies, in OFDM-based PHY layers. We give a full analytical
evaluation of the collision probability and throughput of ReCo, including the
case of non-homogeneous probability distributions for the selection of tones
in each round. This evaluation provided some guidelines on the dimensioned
of ReCo, that can be dimensioned with reliable and simple formulas and
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it does not require critical tuning or complex adaptive algorithms, e.g., as
the number of stations varies. Eq. 2.3 provides a bound for collision prob-
ability in the case of homogeneous probability distributions, indicating how
it is better to increase the number of rounds of ReCo to reduce the colli-
sion probability, rather than increase the number of tones. The study on
non-homogeneous probability distributions on the choice of tones, provides
an optimal probability distribution (eq. 2.11) that can be used in the first
round to drastically reduce the number of collisions. Despite its simplicity,
ReCo offers robust and close-to-ideal throughput performance. The proposed
mechanism is very suitable for the emerging high-rate PHY of recent 802.11
extensions, such as 802.11ax. So, we extend the basic ReCo to multi-channel
contention and apply it to the IEEE 802.11ax standard. We show that ReCo
can significantly improve performance and, in order to increase robustness
in presence of imperfect carrier sensing, we extended the idea of frequency-
domain contention in a scheme called ReCHo, exploiting special echo signals
sent by the APs. We prove the effectiveness of ReCHo to restore the ideal
performance level promised by repeated contention, overcoming the effect of
imperfect channel sensing completely. We quantified the performance bene-
fits that can be achieved by exploiting tone-based contention with echo for
accessing multiple RUs in 802.11ax networks, by comparing the throughput
results under varying load conditions with the standard OBO scheme. Our
simulations prove that tone-based contention significantly improves the OBO
efficiency even in presence of hidden nodes.

Second, in Chapter 3, we have studied the impact of two peculiar char-
acteristics of LoRa modulations, i.e. the high capture probability and the
imperfect orthogonality between different SFs, on the overall cell capacity.
We showed that the link-level performance of LoRa is deeply influenced by
capture effects and by inter-SF collisions which can indeed cause loss if the in-
terference power is strong enough. We then exploited this link-level analysis
to model analytically the achievable network capacity in a typical LoRa cell.
We showed that high SFs are severely affected by inter-SF interference and
that the use of power control and packet fragmentation to compensate such
problem may be counterproductive. Although deploying multiple gateways
can mitigate the capacity loss and boost the occurrence of channel captures,
the overall capacity increase becomes negligible after 16-24 gateways. Fi-
nally, when only a handful of gateways are present, the deployment should
be as distant from the center as possible and not on a regular grid. We give
important insights on LoRa technology with which is possible to provide new
accurate guidelines for the correct design of future LoRa networks.
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Finally, in Chapter 4, we defines a method for indoor localization based
on TDOA and that using low cost SDR receivers. Using appropriate signal
processing techniques for each step of TDOA, we have shown that our system
achieves optimal results in a simple scenario. We have also performed a
feasibility study on a way to reduce the time inefficiency of two steps of TDOA
(synchronization and LO offset correction). Future works could be improving
the LO offset correction step. For example by replacing equations 4.1 and
4.2 with other more efficient, such as equation (6) in [73]. Another example
could be replace the operations of upsample and downsample with a faster
method, which uses the FFT of the received samples in time, divides them
into several parts, adds zeros between each sample and the other and finally
the IFFT next for return in the time domain. Others future works could
be improving the correlation operation, for example choose the correlation
version based on the RS transmitted. Finally, the localization system will
be tested in a realistic scenario and then integrated into the ElectroSense
network, in order to enable technologies for various applications, such as
to support do collaborative decoding of a wideband signal [76], or even to
ease the beamforming technology in the IEEE 802.11ac and later standards
networks.
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